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SUMMARY: 

 ... This framework, while useful in linking liability and wrongdoing, requires consideration of which individual fiducia-

ries should be liable for wrongdoing, the role of expertise in setting fiduciary standards, the use of deferential standards 

in reviewing fiduciary decisions, and the evaluation of conflicts of interest.  ... We first describe how ERISA's defini-

tions of who is a responsible fiduciary apply to corporate officers, executives, directors, and others who have responsi-

bility for benefit plans.  ... In addition to paralleling corporate law in its derivation of fiduciary standards from trust law, 

two of the duties that ERISA establishes parallel the duties of loyalty and care found in corporate law.  ... In contrast, as 

with the determination of fiduciary status and application of fiduciary standards, the ERISA jurisprudence does not 

draw any distinction in the application of  [*712]  ERISA's deferential standards based on whether the individual fidu-

ciaries are directors, officers, or other actors.  ... Our review of the case law pertaining to directors leads us to conclude 

that regardless of whether future courts frame the standard of care in terms of a simple or a gross negligence standard, it 

is likely that they will also more closely evaluate the obligations of officers in the context of their corporate responsibili-

ties.  ... Although case law does not directly hold that there is a higher standard of care applicable to directors of finan-

cial institutions, the courts did find liability for the failure of bank directors to exercise the ordinary care and diligence 

of an ordinarily prudent person acting in similar circumstances.  ... Because discretionary actions involving plan assets 

are deemed to be fiduciary actions, each of the committee members would be an ERISA fiduciary with a duty of care 

for the investment decisions. 

 

TEXT: 

 [*697]  

I. Introduction 

The business scandals involving wrongdoing such as financial fraud and stock option backdating have given rise to 

demands that officers and executives be held accountable. The Sarbanes-Oxley legislation ("SOX") n1 has imposed 

additional obligations on CEOs and CFOs, not only to certify the accuracy of financial statements, n2 but to also attest 

to the veracity of internal controls. n3 Corporations are now required to disclose whether the audit committee includes a 

financial expert. n4 Although federal law explicitly provides that the financial expert of the audit committee does not 

risk increased liability under securities laws as an expert, n5 it is not clear that state law will be so lenient. 
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Indeed, state law seems to be ratcheting up the scrutiny of corporate behavior, including the behavior of officers 

and executives. Fiduciary obligation has long served as state corporate law's primary constraint on director behavior. 

Fiduciary principles have proven to be flexible in adapting to the evolving business landscape. State corporate law fidu-

ciary principles are less well developed,  [*698]  though, outside the board of directors context. 

In this Article, we consider the issues that are likely to arise as officer conduct is scrutinized more closely using 

state corporate fiduciary principles. The challenge is not so much ensuring that fiduciary principles govern the conduct 

of corporate actors as it is correlating obligation with potential liability. Under basic agency law, all corporate agents 

owe fiduciary obligations. But, other than in clear examples such as the theft of a corporate opportunity, there is surpri-

singly little in the way of law on the analysis used to consider the liability of officers for fiduciary breach or whether the 

business judgment rule protects their decisions. Application of fiduciary standards to officers and executives may re-

quire some reshaping of the considerations given to conflicts of interest. 

An issue of scope also exists. If fiduciary responsibility gains a more prominent role in the regulation of corporate 

officer behavior, and if all corporate officers are fiduciaries, then principles are needed to cabin the scope of responsibil-

ity and liability of each individual officer. To further define the challenges that corporate law is likely to confront as it 

attempts to link individual officer liability and wrongdoing, we turn to federal law. 

It is not difficult to think of federal statutes, such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, n6 the Securities Act of 1933, 

n7 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, n8 when considering the federal constraints on modern corporate execu-

tives of public companies. n9 Unlike state corporate law, though, none of these statutes are grounded in fiduciary prin-

ciples. Instead, these statutes generally operate by imposing specific obligations on certain corporate actors. 

An interesting exception to the standard framework of federal "corporate' laws, however, is the Employee Retire-

ment Income Security Act of 1974 ("ERISA"). n10 ERISA's fiduciary standards govern the conduct of every fiduciary 

of every employer-sponsored employee benefit plan. Its unique approach focuses on the acts of individual corporate 

actors to define the scope of fiduciary obligation. Some corporate officers, as well as directors, typically become benefit 

plan fiduciaries. n11 Accordingly, ERISA attempts to  [*699]  correlate blameworthy behavior with personal liability 

while maintaining the flexibility that is a hallmark of fiduciary standards. As a result, ERISA is helpful in anticipating 

the issues that state corporate law will confront in its increasing focus on officer liability. Its approaches, and the con-

tinuing challenges it is experiencing in addressing those issues, also inform our discussion of the future complications 

expected in corporate law. 

Our goals are to identify the issues expected to arise as a result of the growing state law emphasis on individual lia-

bility and to contribute to the future debate on how best to address those issues. We begin in Part II by considering the 

issues ERISA has confronted and its responses to those issues. Because it is based largely on a functional fiduciary 

analysis, ERISA's framework establishes liability based on the acts of individual fiduciaries. Unlike traditional trust law, 

which typically only needed to monitor a single or small number of trustees vis-a-vis a trust, the ERISA framework has 

developed to discipline the behavior of a varied number of fiduciaries for each benefit plan. Through its approach, ERI-

SA attempts to constrain the behavior, particularly the opportunistic behavior, of corporate officers and others who 

make particular kinds of decisions that relate to benefit plans. This framework, while useful in linking liability and 

wrongdoing, requires consideration of which individual fiduciaries should be liable for wrongdoing, the role of exper-

tise in setting fiduciary standards, the use of deferential standards in reviewing fiduciary decisions, and the evaluation of 

conflicts of interest. 

In Part III, we begin by comparing the state corporate law fiduciary duties of officers with those of directors. After 

considering the genesis of fiduciary duty in corporate law, we next turn to contexts where courts have examined the 

specific obligations of directors. In Part IV, we draw together the ERISA and corporate law analysis to further consider 

the complications that corporate law will confront in correlating obligation with liability. We find that, unlike corporate 

law, ERISA has not distinguished among directors, officers, and other employees when evaluating alleged fiduciary 

obligation and responsibility. In contrast, both regimes are likely to continue to struggle with the role individual exper-

tise should play in a duty of care analysis. When we consider the application of the business judgment rule to officer 

decisions, we find that ERISA has developed a number of context-specific deferential review standards. We also find 

that ERISA continues to struggle in its efforts to evaluate conflicts of interest and with how to adjust the review of fidu-

ciary decisions to account for those conflicts. We anticipate that  [*700]  corporate law will face similar difficulties in 

identifying and adjusting standards of fiduciary review for corporate officer conflicts of interest. 

II. ERISA's Correlation of Behavior and Liability 
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 This Part examines the challenges ERISA has faced in correlating individual responsibility and liability. We first de-

scribe how ERISA's definitions of who is a responsible fiduciary apply to corporate officers, executives, directors, and 

others who have responsibility for benefit plans. As we do in Part III for corporate law, we consider ERISA's reliance 

on trust law in its development of fiduciary standards. Finally, we explore three specific contexts where ERISA's fidu-

ciary standards present analytical challenges in linking behavior and liability: the effect of expertise, the use of deferen-

tial review standards, and the impact of conflicts of interest. 

A. Fiduciary Duties of Officers and Directors 

  

 The first challenge in correlating liability and wrongdoing is to ensure that the definition of which individuals have 

fiduciary responsibility is broad enough to sweep in all of the appropriate actors with benefit plan responsibility. If the 

definition of fiduciary sweeps too broadly, one would expect more difficulty in identifying which fiduciary has respon-

sibility for a specific wrongful act. In comparison, a too narrow definition of fiduciary would let responsible individuals 

avoid responsibility. 

The second challenge arises when one considers a specific instance of wrongdoing. An analytical framework is 

needed to identify which of the many fiduciaries has liability for the particular wrongdoing. A system that extends lia-

bility to fiduciaries who have no significant responsibility in the area of wrongdoing would be expected to increase 

costs without resulting in a concomitant decrease in wrongdoing. The opposite danger, though, is a system that would 

allow individual fiduciaries to avoid liability by arguing that the wrongful act occurred in another fiduciary's area of 

responsibility - perhaps with the result that, through such finger pointing, no fiduciary is held liable. 

In its definition of who is a fiduciary, ERISA is democratic in its treatment of officers and directors. The statute 

does not distinguish between directors, officers, or other individuals in terms of whether they are fiduciaries or in the 

scope of their liability. n12 Nor have the  [*701]  courts developed any jurisprudence treating officers differently from 

directors. Instead, the cases typically simply refer to the potential fiduciary liability or status of "officers and directors." 

n13 Unlike corporate law, there is no paucity of ERISA litigation alleging fiduciary breach by corporate actors below 

the rank of director. One explanation for the difference may be that, in contrast to corporate law, ERISA does not estab-

lish any demand requirement for suits alleging fiduciary breach. n14 

ERISA also diverges from corporate law in the sense that ERISA fiduciary status does not automatically inure on 

every officer and director. n15 Instead, an officer or director, or any other individual or entity, may become a benefit 

plan fiduciary via two alternative routes. n16 First, ERISA provides that a person's actions may give rise to fiduciary 

status. Second, fiduciary status may be predicated on the formal terms of the benefit plan. The next sections explore 

those routes to fiduciary status. 

1. The Role of Actions Compared to Designation 

  

 Under ERISA, a person becomes a fiduciary - regardless of title or formal appointment - to the extent she exercises 

discretion over plan management or assets, has discretionary authority over plan  [*702]  administration, or provides 

investment advice regarding plan assets in return for a fee. n17 This focus on actions has come to be known as a func-

tional way of defining fiduciary status and means that, unlike traditional trusts, benefit plans typically have far more 

than one or two trustees. n18 The scope of each functional fiduciary's duties, however, is cabined by the principle that 

the officers and executives only act as plan fiduciaries when they are fulfilling plan fiduciary functions. 

The result is that courts must determine who is a plan fiduciary by considering the role played by various corporate 

actors. For example, in In re Electronic Data Systems Corp. ERISA Litigation, the plaintiffs alleged that officers as well 

as the company, board members, and relevant plan committees assumed functions that caused them to become plan fi-

duciaries. n19 The court read the plaintiffs' allegations as being sufficient to "allege that Defendants in fact selected and 

monitored the investment options [in the plan]." n20 The court determined that if the plaintiffs' allegations were accu-

rate, then officers as well as directors became "functional fiduciaries by actually exercising authority and control res-

pecting management of Plan assets." n21 

2. The Role of Role 

  

 The alternative route to becoming an ERISA fiduciary comes through formal designation, also known as named fidu-

ciary status. In addition to the functional fiduciaries, ERISA requires each plan to establish at least one "named fidu-

ciary." n22 This formalized appointment parallels the designation of a fiduciary in a traditional trust. n23 When a bene-

fit plan names an individual officer or executive as a fiduciary, the person's status as a plan fiduciary is clear. 
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Plans may designate individuals or entities, such as the corporation or a plan committee, as the named fiduciary. 

n24 If a plan fails to name a plan fiduciary, then the company that sponsors the  [*703]  plan is treated as the named 

fiduciary. n25 The default is consistent with practice because plans frequently designate the company as the named fi-

duciary. n26 

3. 

  

"Derivative" Fiduciary Status for Individuals Acting on Behalf of Entities: Derivative Approach vs. Entity Approach 

  

 It would seem, given the very different mechanisms giving rise to named fiduciary status as compared to functional 

fiduciary status, that there would be little intersection between them. However, the question of how naming an entity as 

a fiduciary affects the functional fiduciary status of corporate officers and executives has important implications for 

ERISA's ability to link individual fiduciary responsibility with potential liability for those corporate actors. 

The determination of fiduciary status for officers and executives becomes interesting when a benefit plan document 

designates the company or some other entity, such as a plan investment committee, as the named fiduciary. Corporate 

law principles establish that directors are responsible for oversight and management of the company through the ap-

pointment of corporate officers. n27 So arguably, using the derivative approach, when the company is the named fidu-

ciary, then all the directors necessarily become plan fiduciaries regardless of their actions and involvement with the plan 

because it is the directors who are ultimately charged with oversight and management of the company. Yet, holding 

directors responsible for all acts taken on behalf of a benefit plan would be inconsistent with ERISA's attempt to corre-

late fiduciary responsibility reasonably closely with fiduciary actions. Accordingly, in many situations, directors are 

responsible for meeting their duty of care in the selection and oversight of lower level actors who, in turn, have fidu-

ciary responsibility for their own acts. n28 

Instead of directors, corporate officers and executives are likely,  [*704]  as plan committee members, to make the 

types of decisions - for example, on asset investment, availability of investment alternatives, and selection of plan ven-

dors - that tend to give rise to significant numbers of claims of breach of the fiduciary duty of care. The issue then be-

comes whether designation of the entity, such as a plan committee, as a named fiduciary protects from personal liability 

the individuals who act on behalf of that entity. Under such an analysis, in what we refer to as the entity approach, the 

formal designation of an entity limits fiduciary liability for all of the actions taken on behalf of the entity to that entity. 

Alternatively, in what we will refer to as the derivative approach, it is necessary to identify the individuals responsible 

for the challenged action to the extent the actions would normally give rise to functional fiduciary status, and those in-

dividuals have potential personal liability. 

The Third Circuit has accepted the entity approach, explaining: 

 

  

When a corporation is the "person" who performs the fiduciary functions ... the officer who controls the corporate action 

is not also the person who performs the fiduciary function. Because a corporation always exercises discretionary author-

ity, control, or responsibility through its employees, [the statute] must be read to impute to the corporation some deci-

sions by its employees. Otherwise, the fictional "person" of a corporation could never be a fiduciary because a corpora-

tion could never meet the statute's requirement of "having discretion." We cannot read [the statute] in a way that abro-

gates a use of corporate structure clearly permitted by ERISA. n29 

  

 Under the Third Circuit's rationale, officers and executives only become fiduciaries if they explicitly accept individual 

discretionary roles over plan management, assets, or administration. n30 For example, when a corporation is the named 

fiduciary, it could formally delegate some portion of its fiduciary obligations to an officer or executive who accepts the 

delegation. That delegation would give rise to individual fiduciary status. n31 But, in the absence of a delegation, ac-

tions taken by officers and executives on behalf of the named fiduciary would not result in the individuals assuming  

[*705]  any fiduciary obligations. 

Other courts that have examined this issue have disagreed with the Third Circuit and follow the derivative ap-

proach. n32 For example, the Ninth Circuit reasoned that ERISA separately defines "fiduciary" and "named fiduciary" 

and does not contain an exemption from fiduciary status for functional actors who perform duties as agents of a named 

fiduciary. n33 Further, the statute forbids relieving any fiduciary from liability except through insurance. n34 The Ninth 

Circuit viewed a benefit plan's provision, which stated that directors and officers did not act "as individual fiduciaries," 
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as a prohibited attempt to relieve fiduciaries from liability. n35 Finally, the court buttressed its decision with Depart-

ment of Labor regulations recognizing that fiduciary status may be based on functional activities. n36 In a later case, the 

Ninth Circuit extended its rationale to a situation where a benefit plan designated a committee instead of the company as 

the named fiduciary. n37 According to the court, "where, as here, a committee or entity is named as the plan fiduciary, 

the corporate officers or trustees who carry out the fiduciary functions are themselves fiduciaries and cannot be shielded 

from liability by the company." n38 

The resolution of this debate has important implications for the correlation of possible personal liability with indi-

vidual responsibility. The Third Circuit's entity approach, though grounded in the statutory language, permits plan spon-

sors to designate committees or companies as responsible actors. The result is that individual officers and directors who 

actually undertake the types of discretionary actions that the statute defines as giving rise to fiduciary responsibility 

avoid the personal liability that ERISA established to protect plan participants and beneficiaries. 

The resulting break in the link between responsibility for decision making and liability has an even more perverse 

implication when corporate officers and executives simply fail to exercise their discretionary powers as plan committee 

members. Arguably, since  [*706]  the corporate actors have not exercised any of the discretionary powers that give rise 

to fiduciary status, they will not incur any liability even though their failure to take action results in harm to the plan's 

participants and beneficiaries. 

B. Linking Fiduciary Wrongdoing and Liability 

  

 Setting aside for the moment the appointment of entities as fiduciaries, by using both the functional and formal ap-

pointment routes to define who is a fiduciary, ERISA effectively sweeps in all individuals with discretion over benefit 

plans. The power of that broad definitional net creates the need for a second level of analysis. Once a wrongful act oc-

curs, it becomes necessary to identify which of the many fiduciaries is responsible for that wrongful act. 

ERISA's approach is to cabin each individual fiduciary's obligation and potential liability to those specific discre-

tionary functions assumed by that individual. n39 The link is between the acts that gave rise to fiduciary status and the 

acts for which that fiduciary has potential liability. Agency concepts would imply that this approach based in discretion 

would vest greater fiduciary responsibility with individuals who hold positions higher up the corporate structure be-

cause, in a corporation, the scope of discretion typically correlates with position level within the corporate hierarchy. 

But ERISA's use of discretion is quite different and not based on hierarchy. Rather, it concentrates on the actual discre-

tion to take action with respect to plan assets or administration. If the actual exercise of such discretion is not part of an 

individual's responsibilities, then the individual does not have direct fiduciary responsibility or liability for the discre-

tionary act. 

Interestingly, this approach protects from responsibility and liability both lower-level employees and higher-level 

executives, officers, and directors. Plan fiduciaries who hold corporate positions above that of the fiduciary who has 

discretionary responsibility typically have only the fiduciary responsibility to properly appoint and oversee the fiduciary 

who has discretion. n40 Take as a simple example the board of directors. Board members typically will be responsible 

for exercising due care in the appointment and oversight of plan fiduciaries. But, board members do not have direct fi-

duciary responsibility for decisions made by, as an example, the individual charged with making discretionary interpre-

tations regarding benefit eligibility. 

How tightly the fiduciary provisions are able to correlate blameworthy behavior of corporate officers and other ac-

tors with  [*707]  personal liability for those individuals depends on whether a derivative or entity approach is used. The 

entity approach to fiduciary obligation permits corporations to break the link between blameworthy individual decision 

making and personal responsibility simply by appointing entities, such as plan committees, as the formal decision mak-

ers. Conversely, the derivative approach more closely aligns with the statute's attempt to designate individuals as fidu-

ciaries based on their actions and to impose personal liability for breach of fiduciary obligations. 

The obligations of ERISA fiduciaries were originally derived from trust law. Although ERISA applies to the full 

spectrum of employer-sponsored benefit plans, Congress' focus on the regulation of pension plans is even reflected in 

ERISA's title - the Employee Retirement Income Security Act. n41 It is hardly surprising then, given the use of trusts as 

pension vehicles prior to ERISA, that the regulation requires almost all plan assets to be held in trust. n42 Patterning 

ERISA's fiduciary standards after those established under trust law seems to have followed naturally from the traditional 

use and regulation of pension trusts. 
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Fiduciary status is relevant primarily to the extent that the status imposes constraints on the fiduciary. In addition to 

paralleling corporate law in its derivation of fiduciary standards from trust law, two of the duties that ERISA establishes 

parallel the duties of loyalty and care found in corporate law. ERISA's version of the duty of loyalty requires fiduciaries 

to act "for the exclusive purpose of: (i) providing benefits to participants and their beneficiaries; and (ii) defraying rea-

sonable expenses of administering the plan." n43 In order to comply with the duty of care, an ERISA fiduciary must act 

in accordance "with the care, skill, prudence, and diligence under the circumstances then prevailing that a prudent man 

acting in a like capacity and familiar with such matters would use in the conduct of an enterprise of a like character and 

with like aims." n44 In addition, ERISA requires fiduciaries to diversify the investments of some benefit plans and to 

act in accordance with plan documents to the extent the documents comply with ERISA. n45 

Although Congress patterned ERISA's fiduciary provisions on  [*708]  traditional trust law, it made clear that the 

standards should be construed "with modifications appropriate for employee benefit plans." n46 Specific ERISA devia-

tions, such as the determination of fiduciary status, tailor fiduciary obligation to the complexities of employee benefit 

plans. n47 This tailoring is in contrast to corporate fiduciary law, which has relied primarily on a common law approach 

that hews more closely to traditional trust and agency law. 

The next Section examines ERISA's fiduciary standards in three contexts. First, it considers the role of expertise in 

establishing the duty of care. Second, it evaluates ERISA's use of deferential standards that insulate some fiduciary de-

cision making. Third, it considers the effect of the conflicts of interest that often are inherent in ERISA fiduciary status. 

C. Relevance of Expertise, Use of Deferential Standards, and Conflicts of Interest 

1. Considerations of Expertise 

  

 The concentration of fiduciary responsibility in the individuals charged with discretionary decision making raises the 

issue of the extent to which the expertise of a particular individual should affect the standard applied in a due care anal-

ysis. This issue, of course, has a direct corollary in corporate law. Although it has only recently surfaced in corporate 

law, it is not a new controversy in the ERISA context. 

Commentators n48 and courts n49 are divided on whether ERISA's  [*709]  prudence standard is that of a prudent 

person or a prudent expert. The ambiguity begins in the statutory language. The reference to a "prudent man" require-

ment arguably sets the standard as that of a prudent person. Next, though, the language refers to the prudent man as 

"acting in a like capacity and familiar with such matters," n50 which some interpret to establish a prudent expert stan-

dard. n51 

The controversy in the case law is traceable to Donovan v. Cunningham, a case dealing with alleged fiduciary 

breach in the context of the pricing of securities in an Employee Stock Ownership Plan ("ESOP"). n52 The Fifth Circuit 

recognized that commentators had suggested that ERISA's language calls for a prudent expert standard. n53 The court, 

however, stated that "a review of the relevant history of [the provision] does not support this view." n54 At the same 

time, the Fifth Circuit noted that the duty of care standard is flexible and stated both that "the level of knowledge re-

quired of a fiduciary will vary with the nature of the plan" n55 and that "the adequacy of a fiduciary's investigation is to 

be evaluated in light of the "character and aims' of the particular type of plan he serves." n56 

One court, like the court in Cunningham, explicitly rejected the use of a "prudent expert" standard, but, at the same 

time, established some flexibility in the standard. In Harley v. Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co., the district 

court addressed claims that the defendant, 3M, breached its fiduciary duty by permitting company employees to invest 

defined benefit plan assets in a risky hedge fund. n57 Allegedly, those investments depleted defined benefit plan assets 

by $ 80 million. n58 According to the court, "ERISA does not impose a rule that fiduciaries be "experts' on all types of 

investments they make." n59 

In spite of rejecting the expert standard of care, the Harley court's analysis set a flexible and relatively high stan-

dard of care. First, it opined that fiduciaries without the expertise to properly  [*710]  evaluate investment options must 

hire independent advisors. n60 The company had argued that it hired the hedge fund, which had recommended the in-

vestments, in order to obtain investment expertise, and that it should not be required to hire another expert to oversee 

the expertise of the hedge fund. n61 According to the court, however, 3M had a continuing obligation to oversee and 

monitor the hedge fund. n62 Since 3M did not have the internal expertise to perform that oversight, 3M should have 

sought outside assistance in order to fulfill its duty of care. n63 The court rejected 3M's summary judgment request on 

the basis that the company's oversight could reasonably be found to be below the applicable standard of care. n64 
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Two courts have explicitly adopted a prudent expert standard under ERISA. Howard v. Shay arose out of an 

ESOP's sale of securities of a privately held company to a trust established in favor of the son of the company's primary 

owner. n65 The plaintiffs, all of whom were employees of the company and participants in the ESOP, alleged that the 

securities were sold for less than fair market value. n66 They brought suit for breach of ERISA's fiduciary obligations 

against company officers as well as directors. n67 The court did not distinguish in any way between the fiduciary obli-

gations of the directors and those of the officers. However, it did decide that, while the duty of care is primarily proce-

dural, the applicable standard is "that of a prudent expert." n68 The court went on to state that the duty of care "may also 

require a fiduciary to obtain expert advice." n69 The ESOP committee had relied on an independent valuation and fair-

ness opinion by Arthur Young & Company to set the price of the securities. n70 

The most recent decision to address the role of expertise in an ERISA plan is Thompson v. Avondale Industries, 

Inc. n71 In  [*711]  Thompson, the court cited Cunningham in deciding that "the reference in ERISA ... to a prudent 

man "familiar with such matters' does not create a "prudent expert' under ERISA, and prudent fiduciaries are entitled to 

rely on the advice they obtain from independent experts." n72 As in Howard, the plaintiffs in Thompson were employee 

participants in an ESOP. n73 The employees alleged that plan fiduciaries breached their obligations by causing the 

ESOP to reduce its holdings of employer stock in order to reduce the power of the employees and the union. n74 The 

fiduciary defendants consisted of members of the company's ESOP committee, as well as executive officers who also 

served as company directors. n75 The court found that the ESOP committee members met their duty of care in selling 

company securities held by the ESOP. n76 The management defendants similarly met their duty of care by choosing 

committee members who were long-time company employees from varied areas of the workforce. n77 

In sum, the courts and commentators are divided on whether ERISA's duty of care establishes a prudent expert 

standard. At a minimum, though, the standard typically applied is a flexible standard that takes into account the nature 

of the benefit plan at issue and, if the claim deals with investment of plan assets, the level of sophistication of the in-

vestments. There is no evidence that courts have taken into account the expertise of plan fiduciaries and held fiduciaries 

with greater expertise to a higher level of care as did the Delaware Chancery Court in its decision in In re Emerging 

Communications, Inc. Shareholder Litigation. n78 

2. Use of Deferential Standards Favoring Corporate Officers 

  

 Corporate law commentators have taken opposing positions on whether officers should be entitled to the protection of 

the business judgment rule. n79 In contrast, as with the determination of fiduciary status and application of fiduciary 

standards, the ERISA jurisprudence does not draw any distinction in the application of  [*712]  ERISA's deferential 

standards based on whether the individual fiduciaries are directors, officers, or other actors. As discussed in the next 

subsection, though, there are substantial questions about, and criticism of, the scope of ERISA's deferential standards, 

based primarily on considerations of conflicts of interest. This subsection considers the derivation of two deferential 

standards used to review fiduciary decisions. 

The business judgment rule itself has no application in the ERISA context. One district court in an ERISA case ex-

plained its decision in favor of the defendants by stating: "utilizing the "business judgment' rule, this Court cannot find 

that the PAE ESOP committee breached any fiduciary duty in relying on the Arthur Young & Company ... valuation." 

n80 On appeal, the Ninth Circuit reversed the district court judgment, finding that the business judgment rule has no 

relevance in evaluating whether an ERISA fiduciary has met the standards of care and loyalty. n81 

While rejecting the applicability of the business judgment rule, the ERISA jurisprudence has developed deferential 

reviews for specific decisions of ERISA fiduciaries. For example, the Third Circuit developed a presumption that ESOP 

fiduciaries who decide to invest ESOP assets in employer stock have met their duty of care. n82 Plaintiffs may over-

come the presumption by showing the investment decision constituted an abuse of discretion. n83 The Third Circuit 

suggested that "circumstances not known to the settlor and not anticipated by him ... [that] would defeat or substantially 

impair the accomplishment of the purposes of the trust" could be sufficient to rebut the presumption. n84 

The Third Circuit derived the ESOP investment presumption and abuse of discretion standard from ERISA's statu-

tory language, which favors the use of ESOPs, as well as the statute's basis in the law of trusts. n85 The court also 

looked back at the Supreme Court's foundational 1989 decision in Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. v. Bruch. n86 Although 

explicitly limited to fiduciary determinations of benefit eligibility, the Supreme Court in Firestone relied heavily on trust 

law to adopt an abuse of discretion standard of review when a  [*713]  benefit plan grants interpretative discretion to a 

plan fiduciary. n87 
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Some courts have considered extending the presumption in favor of ESOP investments in employer stock to the 

401(k) context. n88 Commentators, including the authors, have expressed wariness about broader application of the 

ESOP presumption because such expansion is not supported by the statutory language governing the pension savings 

goals of 401(k) plans. n89 It appears to be accepted without question, though, that in whatever contexts the presumption 

applies, it applies to all fiduciaries charged with the relevant decision making, regardless of their status as directors, 

officers, or even outsiders of the employer that sponsors the plan. Similarly, in the context of determinations of benefit 

eligibility, criticism of the abuse of discretion standard is typically grounded in the conflicts of interest of fiduciaries 

relying on that standard. Otherwise, the fiduciary's position vis-a-vis the sponsoring employer and the benefit plan is 

irrelevant. 

Perhaps the most widely applied deferential standard in ERISA is the standard that is used to evaluate decisions on 

benefit eligibility. In Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. v. Bruch, the Supreme Court approved the use of a deferential stan-

dard to review benefit eligibility decisions when a benefit plan grants interpretative discretion to the appropriate plan 

fiduciary. n90 The Court distinguished between situations where the terms of a trust grant interpretative discretion to the 

plan trustee, in which case a deferential standard of review is appropriate, n91 and plans such as the termination plan at 

issue in Firestone. When a plan, like Firestone's, does not contain a delegation of discretion, then eligibility decisions 

are to be reviewed using a de novo standard. n92 

Looking only at this portion of the Firestone decision, it appears that plan sponsors may attain a deferential stan-

dard of review for benefit decisions by including language in the plan that reserves deference to the plan administrator. 

When a benefit plan contains  [*714]  such a grant of discretion, the standard of review applied is stated as either arbi-

trary and capricious or abuse of discretion. n93 Firestone is not quite that simple though. The Supreme Court recognized 

that fiduciary conflicts of interest should affect the standard of review, stating that: "if a benefit plan gives discretion to 

an administrator or fiduciary who is operating under a conflict of interest, that conflict must be weighed as a "factor in 

determining whether there is an abuse of discretion.'" n94 The circuit courts have struggled since Firestone to articulate 

standards of review that properly account for the existence of conflicts. n95 The next Subsection turns to the serious 

difficulties courts have confronted in dealing with conflicts of interest by ERISA fiduciaries. 

3. The Impact of Conflicts of Interest 

  

 One of the most intractable problems ERISA has confronted has been how to adjust fiduciary standards, including the 

deferential review standards, for conflicts of interest. The problem is inherent in ERISA because the statute builds in a 

structural conflict of interest by explicitly allowing agents of plan sponsors to act as ERISA fiduciaries. n96 The depar-

ture from traditional trust law is rationalized by the argument that benefit plan sponsorship is voluntary and employers 

would be unduly discouraged from sponsoring plans if they were not permitted to designate their own agents as plan 

fiduciaries. n97 This very rationalization, however, implicitly recognizes that those employer agents may be tempted to 

act contrary to the interests of the employees who rely on the benefit plan. 

The problem of conflicts of interest has challenged the courts, particularly in the context of deferential review stan-

dards. In establishing the ESOP investment presumption, the Third Circuit recognized the relationship between conflicts 

of interest and the duty of care. The fiduciaries of a company struggling with financial difficulties will often be subject 

to competing interests. n98 As a result, according to the court, "the more uncertain the loyalties of the fiduciary, the less 

discretion it has to act." n99 

As discussed above, in Firestone, the Supreme Court recognized  [*715]  that fiduciary conflicts of interest should 

affect the standard of review and suggested weighing the conflict as a factor. n100 The lower courts' application of Fire-

stone's abuse of discretion standard in reviewing benefit determinations has garnered significant criticism from com-

mentators, particularly when the fiduciary is operating under a conflict of interest. n101 Of particular interest for pur-

poses of this Article is the circuits' struggle to determine whether an insurer, operating as a fiduciary decision maker, 

acts under a sufficient conflict of interest to require application of other than the arbitrary and capricious standard of 

review, and, if so, what the standard should be. Most circuits at least indicate concern with conflicts in this context. 

n102 The Seventh Circuit, though, has rejected arguments that such conflicts should give rise to increased scrutiny of 

fiduciary decision making. n103 

III. Corporate Law 

  

 Corporate law is more settled than ERISA jurisprudence in establishing that corporate officers are fiduciaries. Yet, al-

though corporate law jurisprudence significantly predates the enactment of ERISA, n104 corporate case law relating to 
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the standards of fiduciary analysis for corporate officers seems rather undeveloped when compared to the ERISA case 

law. Courts considering these issues might find the ERISA courts' analyses, focusing on the obligations of fiduciaries, 

instructive. 

There is, however, precedent in corporate law for a broader contextual approach that may help correlate obligation 

with liability. For example, the Delaware Chancery Court considered the  [*716]  background and experience of one of 

the outside directors on the board of Emerging Communications, Inc., in deciding that he breached his fiduciary duty to 

the minority shareholders. n105 The court distinguished this director's obligation, and therefore liability, from that of 

the other members of the board. Similarly, although there are relatively few cases in which directors have been found 

liable for due care violations, some of the early cases finding liability involved the special obligations of directors of 

financial institutions. n106 In these cases, the courts emphasized the role that directors of financial institutions play in 

upholding the public trust. 

Although not directly addressing a liability issue, it is also noteworthy that recently the Delaware Chancery Court 

found it necessary to consider the relationships of directors with each other to address the issue of their independence. 

These cases arose in the context of judicial determination of whether the directors serving on a special litigation com-

mittee met the threshold of independence - enabling them to exercise impartiality when determining whether the share-

holder derivative litigation should proceed. n107 The Chancery Court examined the extent to which these relationships 

could potentially compromise the directors' ability to render impartial decisions. 

These cases seem to evidence flexibility in corporate law to consider the context in which fiduciary obligations 

arise and the potential to correlate liability for breach with that obligation. As demonstrated in Part II, there is ample 

precedent in the ERISA jurisprudence from which corporate law might draw to further this objective. 

We begin this Part with a discussion of the fiduciary duties of officers and directors in Section A. In Section B, we 

consider the genesis of corporate law fiduciary duties and the role of the law of trusts and agency to the extent they are 

relevant to our analysis. Section C explores the current debate in the corporate law arena regarding whether officers 

should be afforded the presumption that their decisions were made in good faith and in the best interest of the corpora-

tion, i.e., whether their decisions should be protected by the deferential business judgment rule. In Section D, we discuss  

[*717]  three corporate law contexts, identified above, where courts have considered specific contexts relevant to the 

duties and obligations of directors. We conclude that it is likely that such a contextual approach may be applied by fu-

ture courts attempting to correlate the obligations of officers with liability. 

A. Fiduciary Duties of Officers and Directors 

  

 It is well settled that officers and directors are fiduciaries under Delaware law. n108 The two primary fiduciary obliga-

tions are the duty of loyalty and the duty to act with due care. n109 The duty of loyalty requires that corporate interests 

supersede personal interests, and when conflicts of interest occur, they must either be avoided or disclosed and approved 

by disinterested directors. n110 In addition to the duties of care and loyalty, corporate actors are faced with a duty to act 

in good faith, though, the Delaware Supreme Court has recently opined that the duty to act in good faith is part of the 

duty of loyalty and that lacking good faith alone will not trigger liability. n111 

The duty of care requires corporate actors to perform their duties with the reasonable care of a prudent person act-

ing under  [*718]  similar circumstances. n112 In addition, the duty of care, at least as it has been applied to directors, 

requires that directors be adequately informed. n113 

As will be discussed below, Delaware law further modifies the duty of care by applying the business judgment rule 

with the result that liability emerges only in the case of gross negligence. n114 This was the holding of the Delaware 

Supreme Court in Smith v. Van Gorkom, where directors were held grossly negligent in the process they employed in 

approving a merger. n115 The Van Gorkom court found that the directors failed to obtain all reasonably available in-

formation regarding the true intrinsic value of the corporation before recommending that the shareholders accept the 

proposed tender offer. n116 This failure in process supported a finding of gross negligence. n117 

In addition, directors may be exculpated for grossly negligent conduct if such a provision is included in the compa-

ny's articles of incorporation. n118 Approximately eighteen months after the decision in Smith v. Van Gorkom, the De-

laware legislature promulgated Section 102(b)(7) of the Delaware Code to permit corporations to further limit or even 

eliminate monetary liability for due care violations of directors vis-a-vis the corporation and its shareholders. n119 

Thus, even though the standard of care is one of  [*719]  gross negligence, there is no monetary liability attached to its 

violation in shareholder suits, provided that there is no evidence of breach of the duty of loyalty, intentional misconduct, 
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or lack of good faith. n120 Perhaps even more noteworthy is that Section 102(b)(7) is not available to exculpate negli-

gent conduct of officers. n121 

The Delaware Supreme Court recently had occasion to consider whether directors breached their duty of care in In 

re Walt Disney Co. Derivative Litigation. n122 One of the allegations made against the  [*720]  Disney directors was 

that they were not adequately informed of the value of the severance package that would be paid to President Michael 

Ovitz in the event of a no-fault termination of his employment contract. n123 Moreover, the plaintiffs further alleged 

that such failure by the directors to fully inform themselves regarding the potential payout of the no-fault termination 

provision of the contract evidenced lack of good faith. n124 The allegation regarding lack of good faith was important 

in this case because even if the Disney directors violated the duty of care, the shareholders would not be entitled to re-

cover monetary damages unless they showed the directors' lack of good faith. n125 The articles of incorporation of Dis-

ney included a Section 102(b)(7)-type provision exculpating the Disney directors for monetary liability to the corpora-

tion and the shareholders for fiduciary violations not involving breach of loyalty, lack of good faith, or intentional mis-

conduct. n126 

The Chancery Court, however, found that the directors were adequately informed regarding the Ovitz employment 

contract, and its decision was affirmed by the Delaware Supreme Court. n127 It was important to both courts that the 

directors were apprised of the material facts. Although, as noted by the Chancery Court, the directors' practices were not 

best practices, they did not fall so short as to constitute gross negligence. n128 

While a number - albeit not a large number - of cases have been decided defining the scope of the corporate direc-

tor's fiduciary duty, there are fewer cases in Delaware involving the scope of the officer's duty. n129 Moreover, in cases 

where the duty of the officer is discussed, it is most often mentioned only in dicta in cases involving the liability of di-

rectors. n130 That is, courts often do not distinguish between the duties of an officer versus those of a director, and dis-

cuss the duties of officers and directors as if the two are inextricably linked. This approach originated in the days pre-

ceding  [*721]  the governance practice of appointing a majority of independent directors to the board. Thus, it may 

have been true in the earlier cases that all the directors were officers - so that they were in fact inextricably linked. 

More recently, some federal district courts, purportedly applying Delaware law, have found that an officer's duties 

are the same as a director's. n131 It may be true that the Delaware judiciary sees no reason to distinguish between the 

fiduciary duty of care required of directors and officers. The law, however, has not yet been so clearly articulated by the 

Delaware courts. 

A number of reasons have been advanced to explain the paucity of Delaware cases involving the duty of care of of-

ficers. Mr. Sparks and Professor Hamermesh explain that such claims may only be brought by shareholders through the 

derivative suit mechanism, and that the demand requirements effectively bar such litigation. n132 In addition, Professor 

Johnson notes that although the board may bring suit against officers, the board has other means at its disposal to discip-

line corporate officers without resorting to litigation. n133 These methods include enforcement of contractual provi-

sions, which may result in termination, compensation penalties, or other negative employment consequences. n134 Fur-

thermore, the Delaware legislature has only somewhat recently conferred on the Delaware courts personal jurisdiction 

over officers. n135 Commentators have surmised that the lack of personal jurisdiction may account for the lack of cases 

against officers who were not also directors. n136 Yet, as noted by Professors Johnson and Millon, the causation issue 

may run in the other direction. n137 If no one believed officers "occupied a  [*722]  fiduciary status distinct from that of 

directors," there would not have been a reason to confer jurisdiction over officers. n138 

B. Genesis of Corporate Fiduciary Duties 

  

 The fiduciary duties of corporate law appear to have emanated from the duties inherent in trust and agency law. Else-

where, we have reviewed the relevance of trust law to the genesis of corporate fiduciary duties, noting that although 

corporate directors and officers are not technically trustees of the corporation, the case law has analogized to the law of 

trusts in defining the scope of their fiduciary obligation. n139 For example, according to the Delaware Supreme Court, 

"corporate officers and directors are not permitted to use their position of trust and confidence to further their private 

interests ... . The rule that requires an undivided and unselfish loyalty to the corporation demands that there shall be no 

conflict between duty and self interest." n140 

According to the Restatement of Trusts, the duty of care of a trustee is the prudent investor standard, which requires 

that trustees exercise such care and skill as is reasonable in the circumstances, having particular regard for special 

knowledge or experience that the trustee has or claims to have. n141 State courts and legislatures have reframed this 
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duty as applied to directors as requiring directors to exercise the degree of care that ordinarily prudent persons would 

exercise under similar circumstances. n142  [*723]  Many states have codified the duty of care. n143 

While trust law seems highly relevant to the obligations of directors, agency law may be less relevant to their du-

ties. Directors are not considered agents of either the corporation or of the shareholders. n144 According to the Res-

tatement (Third) of Agency, "although a corporation's shareholders elect its directors and may have the right to remove 

directors once elected, the directors are neither the shareholders' nor the corporation's agents as defined in this section, 

given the treatment of directors within contemporary corporation law in the United States." n145 The Restatement fur-

ther explains that "corporation law generally invests managerial authority over corporate affairs in a board of directors, 

not in shareholders, providing that management shall occur by or under the board of directors. Thus shareholders ordi-

narily do not have a  [*724]  right to control directors by giving binding instructions to them." n146 

Officers, however, would appropriately be considered agents, n147 and agency law thus informs the scope of their 

duties. n148 Officers are designated by the board as agents of the corporation, vested with the power to exercise judg-

ment. For example, as noted by Sparks and Hamermesh, a corporate officer has been defined as a person "in whom ad-

ministrative and executive functions have been entrusted." n149 Furthermore, an officer is someone who is in a position 

to exercise judgment and discretion in decision making. n150 

Similar to, although less exacting than, the duty of care of trustees, the duty of care of agents is described in the 

Restatement (Third) of Agency as "a duty to the principal to act with the care, competence, and diligence normally ex-

ercised by agents in similar circumstances. Special skills or knowledge possessed by an agent are circumstances to be 

taken into account in determining whether the agent acted with due care and diligence." n151 The Comment to this sec-

tion of the Restatement refers to statutory provisions that may further delineate the duties of a particular agent. In par-

ticular, the Comment refers to Section 8.42(a)(2) of the Model Business Corporation Act ("MBCA"), which describes 

the officer's duty of care as "the care that a person in like position would reasonably exercise under similar circums-

tances." n152 Application of agency principles would, therefore, seem to call for application of a simple negligence 

standard to the conduct of corporate officers. n153 Furthermore, that standard takes into account the specific expertise 

of officers and holds officers with expertise to a standard  [*725]  commensurate with their abilities. n154 

One point of potential divergence in the duty of care analysis between directors and officers seems to be whether 

the standard of care is one of simple or gross negligence. The Delaware Supreme Court has stated that the applicable 

standard for the conduct of directors is one of gross negligence. n155 There is no similar definitive standard, however, 

with respect to officers. If agency law does indeed provide the relevant standard, the simple negligence standard seems 

to be the default standard for officers. Courts could, of course, alter the standard to align it with the standard for direc-

tors. As discussed above, some commentators argue that there is no difference between the standard of care required of 

officers and directors. Either way, whether the standard is simple or gross negligence, agency law allows for considera-

tion of specific expertise and knowledge of the officers when considering liability for breach of the duty of care. 

C. The Use of Deferential Standards: The Business Judgment Rule 

  

 Confusing the analysis further is the question of the applicability of the doctrine commonly known as the business 

judgment rule to the duty of care. The business judgment rule is a presumption that the directors acted in good faith with 

the reasonable belief that their actions were in the best interest of the corporation. n156 To its credit, the business judg-

ment rule has prevented courts from second-guessing honest, good faith business decisions in cases lacking allegations 

of a breach of the duty of loyalty or intentional misconduct. n157 As such, the gross negligence  [*726]  standard appli-

cable to the directors' conduct has emerged from this presumption. n158 That is, absent bad faith, plaintiffs must prove 

behavior amounting to at least a gross negligence standard of culpability in order to state a claim. Facts supporting a 

claim of simple negligence are not sufficient to overcome the presumption. 

The business judgment rule has been a confusing concept in corporate law. The confusion stems from the issue of 

whether it is simply a doctrine that prevents courts from second-guessing good faith business decisions or whether it is a 

standard of care. For example, according to Professor Bainbridge, the rule is not a rule, but is instead a standard. n159 

Furthermore, Professor Bainbridge finds that "the question is not whether the directors violated some bright-line pre-

cept, but whether their conduct satisfied some standard for judicial abstention." n160 Regardless, the business judgment 

rule, together with the gross negligence standard of care, has been applied by the courts to limit the potential liability of 

directors. n161 Courts appear reluctant to second-guess good faith business decisions. Instead, courts tend to focus the 

duty of care analysis on the decision-making process, rather than the substantive decision. n162 
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One of the justifications given in support of the business judgment rule is that without it, corporations would not be 

able to attract well-qualified people to serve on boards. n163 That is, the rewards of serving as a director would not be 

worth the risk of the liability that might ensue if courts more strictly scrutinized business decisions. n164 In addition, 

the rule is said to enable corporate boards to undertake business risks. n165 It is feared that without the protections of 

the rule, directors would be prone to approve only low-risk projects when a higher level of risk would be more appro-

priate. 

It is a debated question whether the business judgment rule and the concomitant gross negligence standard of care 

as established for directors should be applied in a similar fashion to officers. n166 On one hand, Mr. Sparks and Profes-

sor Hamermesh  [*727]  argue that the rule should be applied to officers in the same way that it has been applied to di-

rectors, and that the standard of care for officers should likewise be one of gross negligence. n167 Sparks and Hamer-

mesh also note that the conduct of officers may be more closely scrutinized than that of directors because they are privy 

to corporate information. n168 They refer to the Official Comment to Section 8.42 of the MBCA, which states that al-

though the standard of care applied to non-director officers with discretionary authority is the same as that applied to 

directors, non-director officers are less able to rely on information provided by others and may be required to be more 

informed about corporate affairs. n169 

Yet, Sparks and Hamermesh argue that the business judgment rule, as applied to directors, should also apply to of-

ficers. n170 They note first that without business judgment rule protection for officers, the policy of the rule - to avoid 

second-guessing of management - would be imperiled. n171 That is, boards delegate decision making to officers. If the 

officer is not protected, the board's decision to delegate is therefore not protected. Ultimately, failure to apply the busi-

ness judgment rule to the decisions of officers would therefore nullify the protection given to directors to delegate deci-

sion making. 

Professor Bainbridge also finds that the better view is to apply the business judgment rule to officers. He finds that 

"most of the theoretical justifications for the business judgment rule extend from the boardroom to corporate officers." 

n172 In addition, corporate officers may be even more risk averse than members of the board. n173 Bainbridge further 

analogizes both the board of directors and top management to production teams and, as such, "internal governance may 

be preferable to external review." n174 

Although Sparks and Hamermesh thus argue in favor of  [*728]  business judgment rule protection for officers, 

their support of the business judgment rule in this context is not unlimited. They recognize that the business judgment 

rule should not apply to officers who act outside of delegated board authority. n175 Furthermore, just as applied to the 

behavior of directors, the business judgment rule should not be invoked to protect actions of officers that involve con-

flicts of interest. n176 

Professor Johnson, on the other hand, disagrees with Sparks and Hamermesh regarding the applicability of the 

business judgment rule to officers, although agreeing that courts should not second-guess the good faith business deci-

sions of officers. n177 Professor Johnson instead argues that a simple negligence standard of care should govern the 

behavior of officers. n178 One point of agreement among Sparks, Hamermesh, and Johnson is that although some De-

laware courts have assumed that the rule applies to officers, these rulings are not definitive. n179 

Professor Johnson considers the three main justifications for the applicability of the business judgment rule to di-

rectors and concludes that these reasons do not justify applicability of the rule to officers. First, Professor Johnson 

doubts that officers need the protection of the business judgment rule in order to take appropriate risks. Instead, he finds 

that due to the nature of executive compensation packages, "officers, unlike directors, stand to reap substantial rewards 

for taking appropriate risks." n180 In addition, Professor Johnson argues that officers should face greater risks than di-

rectors. n181 

 [*729]  

  

Officers work for the company full time, possess extensive knowledge and skill concerning company affairs, have 

access to considerably more and better information than directors, enjoy high company and social status, and exercise 

great influence over the lives of many people... . They should be held to the same standard of care as are all other per-

sons who serve as agents of companies - a duty of ordinary care. n182 

  

 Professor Johnson further presents an interesting dilemma that arises if the business judgment rule also applies to offic-

ers. That is, in the case where directors decide to pursue a claim of breach of fiduciary duty against officers, should the 

courts apply the business judgment rule to the directors' judgment in pursuing the claim against the officers, or should 
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the court apply the business judgment rule to the behavior of the officers? n183 To apply the business judgment rule to 

the conduct of the officers in this context would undermine the board's decision to hold its agents accountable. n184 

Professor Johnson goes on to argue that directors may enter employment agreements with officers to modify the fi-

duciary duty standard - either to weaken the standard to a gross negligence standard or to eliminate either the duty or 

monetary liability for a breach of the duty. n185 In conclusion, Professor Johnson states that "civil liability can remind 

officers that stockholders and directors likewise expect adherence to basic fiduciary standards, without undeserved re-

fuge in the business judgment rule." n186 

To the extent the business judgment rule is simply a presumption that absent conflicts of interest, breach of the duty 

of loyalty, or intentional misconduct, corporate actors have acted in good faith and in the best interest of the corpora-

tion, we see no reason to deny corporate officers the benefit of this presumption. Courts have been reluctant to substitute 

their business judgment for that of corporate directors under such circumstances, and there does not seem to be a reason 

why they should do so when the business decision has been made by a corporate officer. 

Yet, it is not clear that gross negligence should be the applicable standard of care. Although we take as a given that 

the corporate law applies a gross negligence standard in the context of director misconduct, we understand the parame-

ters of scrutiny for officer and executive fiduciary breaches are yet to be resolved. Courts may defer to good faith, hon-

est business decisions, as promoted by  [*730]  Professor Johnson, n187 but still hold officers responsible for negli-

gence in the decision-making process. This standard might be justified given the expectations of behavior pursuant to 

agency law. The agency standard is one of simple negligence, which requires courts to evaluate the reasonableness of 

the care under the circumstances. There are differences in the circumstances between the roles of officers versus direc-

tors. For example, unlike directors, officers work for the corporation full-time and have direct access to information. 

There is less necessity to rely on information provided by others. As such, the simple negligence standard vis-a-vis the 

decision-making process may help correlate responsibility with liability, given the context of the day-to-day responsibil-

ities of executive officers. 

Professor Bainbridge frames the business judgment rule in terms of the need for courts to balance authority and ac-

countability in specific circumstances. n188 He sees the Delaware courts moving in this direction due to variances in the 

level of judicial review afforded in a particular case, which depend "upon the specific context that gives occasion to the 

board's exercise of business judgment." n189 

Professor DeMott notes that while boards of companies may include directors without operational expertise, offic-

ers are required to have expertise. n190 Accordingly, the business judgment rule does not fit neatly with the various 

roles of executives, especially considering that executives are expected to take actions in accordance with their exper-

tise. n191 

Our review of the case law pertaining to directors leads us to conclude that regardless of whether future courts 

frame the standard of care in terms of a simple or a gross negligence standard, it is likely that they will also more close-

ly evaluate the obligations of officers in the context of their corporate responsibilities. We see this scrutiny occurring in 

both the due care and loyalty contexts. In the end, the care standard applicable to the conduct of officers may prove to 

be a standard that differs from what we have seen applied in the director context and in some ways may closely parallel 

the ERISA standards. In the next Section, we take a look at three  [*731]  seemingly unrelated areas of corporate law 

that support this approach. 

D. The Relevance of Expertise 

  

 There seems to be precedent in corporate law for a contextual approach in determining how closely the courts should 

scrutinize the obligations of directors. That is, in certain contexts, the courts have considered the specific expertise of 

directors and the scope of their obligations to the public trust when deciding whether fiduciary obligations have been 

breached. Subsection 1 considers this issue in the context of the duty of loyalty and good faith with examination of the 

decision of the Delaware Chancery court in the ECM case. n192 Subsection 2 recalls cases from the 1930s and 1940s, 

picked up by some contemporary courts in the 1990s, where various state and federal courts wrestled with the duty of 

care standard applicable to directors of financial institutions. Subsection 3 returns to recent case law highlighting two 

Delaware decisions regarding the scope of independence of directors. From these contextual analyses, we infer that 

courts may similarly take a contextual approach to evaluating the surrounding facts and circumstances relevant to the 

fiduciary obligations of officers. The context of facts and circumstances may ultimately become highly relevant to 

courts as they delineate how closely they should scrutinize the scope of officers' fiduciary duties with an eye toward 

correlating liability with responsibility. 
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1. In re Emerging Communications, Inc. ("ECM") 

  

 In ECM, the board of directors of Emerging Communications, Inc. ("ECM") was sued by former minority shareholders 

alleging breach of the duties of care, loyalty, and good faith in the directors' approval of the going private transaction. 

n193 The going private transaction was found to have been unfair both in the price paid to the minority shareholders 

and in the process used to set the price. n194 The court evaluated the nature of fiduciary duties of each board member 

individually. One of the unique findings of this case involved the fiduciary liability of the members of the board. The 

court proceeded to find the CEO and Chairman of the Board in violation of his duties because he set up the unfair trans-

action in order to personally benefit. n195 

The court then considered the liability of the director who was  [*732]  the personal attorney of the CEO as well as 

the company's counsel. n196 This director was held to violate his fiduciary duties because he acted to further his own 

economic interests. n197 His economic interests and loyalties were tied to those of the CEO. n198 

The most interesting finding of liability was the breach of fiduciary duty of Mr. Muoio, a director who was also an 

investment banker. Muoio had substantial expertise in finance and in the telecommunications sector. n199 Such exper-

tise prompted the court to find him liable for breach of the fiduciary duty of loyalty or good faith because he should 

have recognized that the transaction was unfair. n200 According to the court, this director was liable "because he voted 

to approve the transaction even though he knew, or at the very least had strong reasons to believe, that the $ 10.25 per 

share merger price was unfair." n201 Thus, based on his experience, Muoio was obligated, although a majority of the 

board was not so obligated, to recognize that the merger price was unfair and to vote against the transaction. n202 In 

other words, the court held Muoio liable because his experience should have alerted him to the unfairness of the price. 

On the other hand, the court did not find that the remaining, less-experienced directors had violated their fiduciary du-

ties, presumably because they did not possess special knowledge, which would have put them on notice of the unfair-

ness of the transaction. n203 

It is also worth noting that Muoio was held liable for breach of the duty of loyalty and good faith. The parameters 

of the duty of good faith had not yet been decided in Delaware, and the court did not find it necessary to determine 

whether good faith was a stand-alone duty or linked to another duty. Furthermore, due to the Section 102(b)(7)-type 

provision in ECM's articles of incorporation protecting ECM's directors from monetary liability for breach of the  

[*733]  duty of care, the court in ECM focused its analysis on the duty of loyalty and good faith rather than the duty of 

care. n204 

This case is particularly interesting in the approach the court used to correlate liability with knowledge and exper-

tise. n205 To the extent Muoio knew or should have known that the price set by the CEO was unfair, it follows that lia-

bility should ensue. Yet, the case is troubling to the extent it singles out a director for his personal expertise. There 

seems to be serious risk that persons with the specific expertise needed in a corporate boardroom may shy away from 

serving on boards if they are held to a higher standard of care. Conversely, from a policy perspective, board members 

should not be encouraged to check their expertise at the door when entering the boardroom. The shareholders presuma-

bly elected the board members to utilize their expertise and experiences in making corporate decisions. 

As mentioned above, ECM was decided as a loyalty and good faith case rather than a due care case. The company's 

articles of incorporation exonerated the board members from liability for breach of the duty of care. If a similar case 

alleging a due care violation were to be brought against an officer possessing expertise that established that he or she 

should have known that the decision was not in the best interest of the corporation, it seems that such knowledge would 

be relevant to the surrounding facts and circumstances of the decision-making process. Although it may be appropriate 

to apply business judgment rule deference in avoiding second-guessing of good faith, honest business decisions, it 

would still be fair to consider the surrounding facts and circumstances as they affect the decision-making process. As 

made clear by the Delaware Supreme Court in Smith v. Van Gorkom n206 and more recently in In re Walt Disney, 

n207 regardless of the business judgment rule presumption, the duty of care requires gathering of all reasonably availa-

ble information before making a business decision. Reasonably available information would include information  [*734]  

correlated to expertise and responsibility. 

2. Bank Director Cases 

  

 Another area of corporate law where the courts have found specific contexts relevant to the fiduciary duty analysis of 

directors involves the obligations of bank directors, particularly in the days preceding the availability of deposit insur-

ance. n208 The basic fact pattern of these cases often involved intentional wrongdoing by officers or other members of 
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management that went undetected by the board. Under these circumstances, the board members were held liable for 

failure to control and supervise the affairs of the bank. Although case law does not directly hold that there is a higher 

standard of care applicable to directors of financial institutions, the courts did find liability for the failure of bank direc-

tors to exercise the ordinary care and diligence of an ordinarily prudent person acting in similar circumstances. n209 

These circumstances included added responsibility for depositors' accounts. This responsibility required the bank direc-

tors to exercise  [*735]  reasonable control and supervise the affairs of the banks. 

For example, in Atherton v. Anderson, the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, in 1938, held that one of the pur-

poses of the bank is to safely hold the money of the depositors. n210 Atherton involved a fraud perpetrated by the presi-

dent and cashier of the bank. n211 The directors were sued by the receiver for violation of their duty of due care. n212 

The court noted that depositors had a right to expect that the directors would maintain "reasonable control and supervi-

sion over the affairs of the Bank, especially its larger and more important ones." n213 The court further noted that a 

national bank is not a private corporation in which shareholders alone are interested, but a quasi-governmental agency. 

n214 

In Billman v. Maryland Deposit Insurance Fund Corp., the court upheld a jury instruction regarding a stricter stan-

dard of care applicable to the duty owed by the directors of a savings and loan institution. n215 The reason behind the 

stricter standard was the entrustment of funds belonging to the general public. n216 The appellate court effectively 

found that the care obligation should correlate to the responsibilities inherent in the enterprise - which in this case in-

cluded the responsibility for the savings of others. n217 

Application of a higher standard of liability to bank directors has been challenged and upheld in New York. In Res-

olution Trust Corp. v. Gregor, the court addressed the view presented by the defendant that the older bank director cases 

have "lost their vitality" in the wake of the business judgment rule. n218 The court  [*736]  disagreed, finding no 

precedent for applying the business judgment rule to bank director cases. n219 Then, although acknowledging the de-

fendant's assertion that courts rarely cite the old rule to apply a higher standard of liability to bank directors, the court 

did not find a compelling reason to rewrite law that has "remained unchanged for at least one hundred years." n220 

More recently, the court in Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. v. Bober faced a similar challenge. n221 Refusing to 

weaken the standard applied to bank directors, the court opined, "if the legislature intended to completely harmonize the 

standards to which bank directors and corporate directors are held, it presumably would have used exactly the same 

language." n222 

These cases involved the care required in the oversight function of directors, rather than the care required in busi-

ness decision making. As such, these cases were not cases where business judgment rule deference would apply. They 

are interesting for our purposes, though, because of the significance of the facts and circumstances to the courts' analys-

es. It was apparently important to these courts that the directors not only serve the shareholders but also protect deposits. 

These courts appear to be equating responsibility with liability. 

3. Contemporary Cases on Independence 

  

 Finally, a third context relevant to our inquiry is the deeper contextual analysis entertained by the Delaware courts 

when the independence of directors is at issue. For example, in In re Oracle Corp. Derivative Litigation, the Delaware 

Chancery Court was asked to decide whether the special litigation committee formed to determine whether the share-

holders' derivative suit should be allowed to proceed was indeed an independent committee. n223 The court found that 

the independence issue "turns on whether a director is, for any substantial reason, incapable of making a decision with 

only the best interests of the corporation in mind." n224 In this case, the court not only considered whether the indepen-

dent directors were directors of the company at the time of the facts giving rise to the dispute (they were not), but also 

delved further  [*737]  into the interrelationships between members of the special litigation committee and the defen-

dant directors. n225 Here, the court found that all directors (both special litigation committee members and defendant 

directors) had significant ties to Stanford University. n226 These ties to Stanford were enough to thwart the indepen-

dence of the special litigation committee. The court held that the facts gave reasonable doubt as to whether the special 

litigation committee might be unable to render an impartial decision. n227 

Similarly, the Delaware Chancery Court in In re eBay Shareholders Litigation, found itself deciding whether a spe-

cial litigation committee was independent. n228 Again the standard for determining independence was whether the spe-

cial litigation committee could be objective and impartial. n229 There was significant concern that because the directors 

of the special litigation committee served at the pleasure of the defendant directors (the defendant directors were also 

majority shareholders), it was unlikely that these special litigation committee members could be impartial. n230 Moreo-
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ver, the special litigation committee members held options that required additional years of board service before vest-

ing. n231 If the committee decided that the litigation should proceed against the defendant directors, the members of the 

special litigation committee risked the possibility that the defendant directors would terminate their positions as direc-

tors. n232 If these directors lost their directorships, their options would not vest. n233 Millions of dollars, in the pockets 

of the so-called independent directors, were at stake. n234 

These cases demonstrate that the Delaware courts are willing, in what they believe to be appropriate circumstances, 

to dive deeply into surrounding circumstances when making decisions relevant to corporate directors' obligations. It 

seems fair to say that these cases may signal the direction of future rulings when questions of officer liability are direct-

ly presented. That is, if Oracle and eBay are representative, there seems to be a trend for courts to look beneath the sur-

face of the issue presented and consider all the facts and  [*738]  circumstances surrounding the issue. n235 Such an 

approach is consistent with correlating liability with responsibility. 

IV. Correlating Corporate Officer Responsibility and Liability 

  

 Federal and state regulatory regimes have shown increased interest in defining the obligations of corporate officers. In 

Part II, we analyzed ERISA's approach to correlating fiduciary obligation with liability in benefit plans. In our examina-

tion of corporate law in Part III, we identified three opportunities for correlating officer duty of care obligations with 

potential personal liability. In this Part, we consider whether corporate law is likely to confront issues similar to those 

that have arisen under ERISA. We also examine whether ERISA's approach to the issues offers any guidance to state 

courts as they increasingly consider the fiduciary obligation of corporate officers. We begin with the problem of how to 

identify the specific corporate officers who should face potential liability for particular actions. We next turn to the role 

expertise should play in evaluating duty of care obligations. Then we discuss the applicability of the business judgment 

rule to decisions made by corporate officers. Finally, we address the challenges posed by conflicts of interest. 

A. Identification of Responsible Corporate Officers 

  

 In direct comparison with state corporate law, ERISA's creation of functional fiduciaries and its limited use of formally 

appointed fiduciaries might first appear to produce significant gaps in responsibility. This would seem especially to be 

true when compared to corporate law's view that all officers are fiduciaries. The lesson from ERISA, though, is that 

when considering the efficacy of fiduciary regulation, one must consider both the definition of fiduciary status and the 

way in which that status is linked to a particular wrongful act. By defining fiduciary status  [*739]  based on actions, 

ERISA establishes a natural link between the action and the fiduciary standard governing the action. n236 

Consider the hypothetical situation of a defined contribution plan where the plan committee determines the invest-

ment of plan assets. Because discretionary actions involving plan assets are deemed to be fiduciary actions, each of the 

committee members would be an ERISA fiduciary with a duty of care for the investment decisions. That remains true 

regardless of whether the committee consists of company officers, executives, or lower-level employees. 

This approach directly links the fiduciary action of making asset investment decisions with the duty of care for 

those decisions. It also insulates both higher-and lower-level actors from direct responsibility for those decisions. Some 

higher-ranking executives, officers, and directors would have fiduciary responsibility to oversee the appointment of 

committee members and to monitor their actions. This is true even though the benefit plan itself would have been 

adopted by the directors because they would be permitted to delegate ongoing administration and investment issues to 

the plan committee. Other actors, regardless of their level, who may have input into the investment decisions in such 

ways as developing investment alternatives and executing committee decisions, would be insulated from fiduciary status 

and potential personal liability because, without discretion, those actors would not be ERISA fiduciaries. Actors, again 

regardless of their level, whose responsibilities do not touch on plan investment decisions have no fiduciary responsibil-

ity for those decisions, even if they are ERISA plan fiduciaries for other decisions, such as determinations of benefit 

eligibility. 

The point of failure in the foregoing ERISA analysis occurs if the plan appoints the committee as the named fidu-

ciary and an entity analysis is used to determine fiduciary status and possible liability. In that instance, the committee as 

an entity would be responsible for meeting the duty of care, but the individuals would be absolved of responsibility and 

potential personal liability. If, on the other hand, the derivative approach is used, the individual committee members 

remain liable. 

The corporate principle that every officer has fiduciary obligations does not so neatly correlate responsibility with 

liability. Nor are the concerns of individual liability limited to the types of financial fraud seen in some of the recent 
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corporate scandals. Consider the situation where a corporate officer, the Vice President of Product Development, negli-

gently ignores signals that there is a safety issue in a new product. The Vice President of Manufacturing  [*740]  may 

have sufficient experience to recognize that the product, if produced according to specifications, could result in the 

death or serious injury of customers. Perhaps the Vice President of Sales is aware that a competitor's past product had 

similar flaws. The Vice President of Facilities may have no logical reason at all to know of the potential safety problem, 

but actually is aware of it because he has friends in the Product Development department who are concerned about the 

issue. The CFO may be so consumed with ensuring that the company's financials meet accounting and securities stan-

dards that she has no knowledge of any of the details of the new product, let alone any awareness that it poses a poten-

tial safety hazard. 

The product safety issue differs from the benefit plans hypothetical in that ERISA's principle of discretion relative-

ly clearly circumscribes the benefit plan-related actions that create fiduciary status and responsibility. By basing its de-

finition of fiduciary status on authority or discretionary actions, ERISA exempts numerous actions that touch upon ben-

efit plans from fiduciary regulation even though those actions pertain to plan management and asset-related decisions. 

At the same time, it ensures that fiduciaries only bear responsibility for the actions that create their fiduciary status. 

Corporate law does not similarly cabin fiduciary status though. Every corporate officer is a fiduciary and is obligated by 

the duty of care. Thus, corporate law currently offers no clear principles for determining which of the officers in the 

product safety hypothetical should face potential liability for breach of the duty of care. 

ERISA's principle of linking fiduciary responsibility to specific actors by concentrating on the existence of discre-

tion may have some power if imported to the corporate law arena. As evidenced in the example of investment decisions, 

under the ERISA approach, individuals who do not have decision-making authority or responsibility over plan assets are 

not fiduciaries for the investment decisions. That remains true even if their responsibilities touch upon plan investment 

decisions. 

In the product safety situation, one might use discretion as the touch point to identify those officers who have suffi-

cient discretion over product development to be responsible for remedial action. That principle would implicate the Vice 

President of Product Development, who clearly has discretion over the development of the new product. The principle 

would also seem to protect a CFO who typically has no discretion over product development. Given that the CFO also 

does not have any knowledge of the safety problem and there is no indication of any reason she should have been aware 

of the problem, there is no logical reason to evaluate her  [*741]  accountability for a duty of care violation. 

This approach also fits neatly with importation of agency law in defining the scope of an officer's fiduciary duty. 

As mentioned above, an officer may be defined as an agent appointed by the board with the power to exercise discretion 

and judgment. In the exercise of that discretion, the duty of care, as described in the Model Business Corporation Act, 

requires the exercise of "the care that a person in a like position would reasonably exercise under similar circums-

tances." n237 

The potential insights from ERISA's discretionary principle may end there, though. It is difficult to extrapolate the 

discretionary principle to the nuances of the corporate officer suite. Should an officer who has the expertise to identify a 

lapse in product safety be possibly liable for a breach of the duty of care by failing to observe the lapse, even if that of-

ficer does not play an active role in the product's development? Should an officer who has knowledge about the product 

safety problem, but whose job duties do not include discretion over product development, have an obligation to ensure 

the problem is addressed? If corporate law is to take seriously the duty of care of corporate officers and yet correlate the 

liability resulting from breach of that duty with responsibility, it will need to derive new principles to resolve those 

questions. 

B. The Role of Expertise 

  

 Both ERISA and corporate law have struggled with the extent to which the expertise of a fiduciary should affect the 

standard applied to evaluate compliance with the duty of care. The courts disagree over the use of a prudent expert stan-

dard in ERISA. Rather than concentrate on the individual expertise of each fiduciary, however, the better approach in 

the ERISA context is reflected in the more general contextual approach that recognizes the importance of the plan so-

phistication, size, and other factors. 

Again consider the hypothetical committee charged with investing plan assets. A fiduciary on that committee may 

have sufficient financial acumen to perfectly correlate the plan's investment in financial vehicles of various durations 

with the expected maturation of the plan's benefit payment obligations. For a small defined benefit plan, however, the 
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expense in making and overseeing such complex investments, including the cost of properly compensating a plan fidu-

ciary with such expertise, may grossly exceed the gains from such an investment strategy. If, however, the duty of care 

analysis takes into account the investment expertise of  [*742]  a fiduciary charged with discretion over plan assets, the 

fiduciary arguably may be required to utilize that investment expertise. 

Perhaps the expert fiduciary could consider the costs and benefits of such an investment strategy and reject it on 

that basis. Requiring such an analysis by each plan fiduciary, however, would add unnecessary complexity to the analy-

sis. The more elegant solution is to establish the scope of the duty of care based on the context of a small defined benefit 

plan. The result incorporates the traditional flexibility of fiduciary obligation while avoiding the detailed individualized 

determinations associated with a standard that requires evaluating the credentials of each plan fiduciary. 

This contextual approach may also be instructive in establishing the appropriate standard of care for corporate of-

ficers. As discussed above, it seems likely that it could become more difficult to attract directors and officers with spe-

cific expertise if that expertise results in a higher standard of care. But officers, even more than directors, may be hired 

and compensated because of their experience and expertise. The full-time commitment of an officer also is a point of 

differentiation between officers and directors. 

Particularly as applied to officers, corporate law might benefit by establishing the duty of care based on the context 

of responsibilities. Individual expertise would enter the analysis if relevant to the context. Thus, if individual officers 

are being hired and paid to use their expertise, then expertise would be important to the duty of care determination. This 

is consistent with the agency law duty which specifically calls for consideration of special skills and expertise. n238 It 

would be important to not encourage executive officers to turn a blind eye toward issues they are hired to address. Con-

versely, the contextual approach would avoid the over burdensome outcome of imposing an obligation to use expertise 

in an area outside of an individual officer's assigned responsibilities. 

C. The Applicability of the Business Judgment Rule 

  

 Interesting parallels, as well as some important differences, exist between the business judgment rule and the deferen-

tial standards ERISA utilizes to protect plan fiduciaries. The business judgment rule applies to decisions of the board of 

directors so long as the decision meets the basic requirements of the rule. Although specific factors, such as the exis-

tence of a conflict of interest, are relevant in deciding whether to apply the rule, in general, the type of decision being 

evaluated does not impose a threshold for  [*743]  application of the business judgment rule. n239 Also, there is a de-

bate over whether it is a rule, a doctrine, or a standard of care. n240 In contrast, ERISA's deferential standards are con-

text-specific. In this Article, we considered two of those deferential standards - the presumption in favor of ESOP in-

vestments in company stock and the use of the arbitrary and capricious standard of review for determinations of plan 

benefit eligibility. The ERISA approach clearly is to utilize deferential standards of review rather than modifications to 

the fiduciary duty of care. 

The theoretical justifications, including avoidance of second-guessing and risk aversion, n241 that support the use 

of the business judgment rule to evaluate board decisions also apply in the ERISA context. The concern that failure to 

apply a deferential standard of review to officer decisions would nullify the protection given to boards that delegate 

decision making has particular resonance with the ERISA experience. In the context of decisions regarding benefit eli-

gibility, a key determinant of whether a deferential review standard will be used is whether the benefit plan grants inter-

pretative discretion to the fiduciary. Corporate officers have the responsibility to put into effect the strategic plans and 

policies formulated by the board of directors. An ERISA fiduciary charged with determining benefit eligibility has the 

responsibility to ensure that benefit plan participants receive the benefits contemplated by the plan sponsor, but only 

those benefits. 

Consider again the example of the product safety issue. Assume the Vice President of Product Development does 

nothing, the product goes to market unchanged, and customers are seriously injured. As a result, the corporation suffers 

loss of market share, incurs substantial legal costs, and its stock price declines. In a world increasingly focused on the 

responsibilities of corporate officers, shareholders may ask whether the VP breached his duty of care. 

In our initial analysis, we argued that a focus on discretion would justify applying the duty of care regarding safety 

in the product development process to the VP of Product Development. At minimum, the VP would be expected to use 

the expertise appropriate given the context of the company and its product  [*744]  development function. Again we 

assume the VP negligently permitted the product to go forward. The question we now confront is whether that VP's 

decisions regarding the product should be entitled to the presumption of the business judgment rule or some other defe-

rential standard of review. 
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The need to avoid second-guessing and lawsuits based on hindsight knowledge certainly has application to the de-

cisions of corporate officers. The nature of officers' duties is to oversee day-to-day implementation of corporate strate-

gy. That requires continuous decision making and exercise of business judgment. One can easily imagine the extent of 

litigation that would exist in the absence of any legal principle providing at least a minimal level of protection to some 

decisions made by officers. The lesson from ERISA, though, is that conflicts of interest pose a serious challenge to for-

mulating and implementing deferential review standards. 

D. The Challenge of Conflicts of Interest 

  

 Before drawing together the ERISA and corporate analyses on conflicts of interest, it is useful to review the traditional 

trust law standard that applies to situations involving a conflict of interest. Historically, that standard has been a harsh 

one, so that if a fiduciary acts in a transaction in which her personal interest conflicts with the trust beneficiary's interest, 

the transaction is conclusively presumed to be invalid. n242 Exceptions exist to permit specific categories of interest 

transactions, and the harshness of the standard has garnered some criticism. n243 However, trust law's presumption 

against an interested fiduciary is a strong one. 

In contrast, as noted above, ERISA explicitly allows agents of plan sponsors and of other fiduciaries to act as ERI-

SA fiduciaries. n244 Thus, the acceptance of conflicted fiduciaries is in tension with ERISA's fiduciary obligation of 

loyalty. The extent of the structural problem created by ERISA is evidenced in the continuing difficulties confronted by 

courts in reviewing benefit eligibility determinations. 

Whether the decision regarding benefit eligibility is made by an insurer or the plan sponsor, the approval of a bene-

fit entitlement typically is directly contrary to the financial interests of the fiduciary charged with making the determina-

tion. An insurer who denies benefits has lower costs than one that approves benefits. A plan that pays benefits costs 

more to sponsor than one that denies benefits. The courts continue to struggle with how such an  [*745]  intractable con-

flict should affect application of the deferential standard of review. n245 

In our previous work, we analyzed the need for protection of ERISA fiduciaries when those fiduciaries make deci-

sions that affect investments in company-sponsored investment plans, such as 401(k) plans. n246 There we advocated 

the use of a two-tiered review approach. Where the decisions do not involve employer stock or other serious conflicts, 

we believe the appropriate standard to be ""an objective standard requiring [the fiduciary] (1) to employ proper methods 

to investigate, evaluate and structure the investment; (2) to act in a manner as would others who have a capacity and 

familiarity with such matters; and (3) to exercise independent judgment when making investment decisions.'" n247 

Where intractable conflicts of interest inhere in the fiduciary decision, we call for the use of stricter review. n248 

If the business judgment rule is extended to the decisions of corporate officers, it will need to account for similar 

structural conflicts of interest. In the context of board decisions, corporate law's application of the business judgment 

rule has developed mechanisms to account for the conflicts of interest that sometimes exist. Boards must form commit-

tees of independent directors to make some types of decisions. The business judgment rule is applied with special sever-

ity when the board is making a decision on a hostile tender offer. When the decision maker is a corporate officer, 

though, conflicts may be more frequent, less easily avoided through independent reviews, and more structurally in-

grained. 

To the extent serious conflicts of interest are present, it would seem that the presumption of the business judgment 

rule should not apply. As discussed above, at the board level, the business judgment rule presumptions generally only 

come into play when courts are not concerned about conflicts of interest, breach of the duty of loyalty, or intentional 

misconduct. To the extent any of these issues might impair the judgment of officers, scrutiny of the business decision 

itself, rather than simply the process, would seem to be warranted. Based both on the experience in ERISA and the chal-

lenges confronted over the years by courts in the context of board decisions, we expect that courts will struggle to iden-

tify when officer conflicts of interest are sufficiently severe to give concern as  [*746]  state corporate law attempts to 

correlate officer fiduciary responsibility with liability. Similarly, we expect, again based on the ERISA experience and 

the analysis used for corporate boards, that courts will need to use a contextual approach to determine the effect con-

flicts of interest should have on the review of corporate officer actions. 

V. Conclusion 

  

 We agree with other commentators that the fiduciary duty of officers is not well developed in corporate law. n249 The 

current trend seems to be in the direction of imposing liability commensurate with responsibility. The scandals of the 
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late 1990s and early 2000s, the enactment of SOX n250 in response thereto, and a new wave of corporate scandals in-

volving backdating of stock options make it clear that upper management misconduct is in the spotlight. 

In response, state law seems to be ratcheting up the scrutiny of corporate behavior. There is precedent dating back 

to the financial failures of the 1930s for turning up the heat in the wake of financial scandals. n251 Today, we see the 

duty of loyalty and good faith imposing a heavier burden on a director who, due to his expertise under the circums-

tances, should have known better than to let the fraud occur. n252 We also see the Delaware courts highly scrutinizing 

personal and business relationships as they relate to the ability of a board member to render impartial judgments. n253 It 

would not be much of a stretch for courts to further scrutinize the role of officers in light of their obligations to the cor-

poration. 

As the corporate law courts further define the scope of fiduciary duties in the executive suite, the experience of the 

courts in implementing ERISA's fiduciary standards serves as both a guide and as a warning. ERISA has linked liability 

with the acts of responsible fiduciaries by using the touchstone of discretion. n254 Similarly, discretionary authority and 

responsibility can serve as a principle to determine which corporate officers should be subjected to scrutiny for particu-

lar wrongdoing. n255 Second, in determining whether an ERISA fiduciary has breached the standard of care, the courts 

have had to consider the role expertise should play in the  [*747]  analysis. n256 Although this remains unsettled, we 

believe that the proper approach is to take into account the nature of the benefit plan at issue and the level of sophistica-

tion of investments. Agency law envisions holding agents to the standard of care of the reasonable person acting in 

similar circumstances, taking into account special expertise. n257 We argue that these considerations call for application 

of a similar, contextual approach to the role of expertise in determining the standard of care applied to corporate offic-

ers. 

Increasing emphasis on linking corporate officer fiduciary responsibility and liability has created a controversy over 

whether the business judgment rule should apply to decisions made by corporate officers. Here too, ERISA has con-

fronted a similar issue in reviewing the decisions made by plan fiduciaries. The ERISA experience leads us to predict 

that when fiduciaries act in good faith and in an informed manner, the primary problem the courts will confront is how 

to identify and account for conflicts of interest. 

We believe it is likely that the future will bring forth opportunities for the courts to further define the fiduciary duty 

of care as it applies to corporate officers. ERISA's experience in correlating liability with fiduciary responsibility teach-

es that the effort is not without serious challenges. That experience is also helpful in predicting the issues courts will 

face as they consider the scope of fiduciary responsibility of corporate officers. Although ERISA's approaches to resolv-

ing the issues in correlating liability with responsibility are far from simple or fully developed, they do envision a high 

standard of care coupled with flexibility to consider specific facts and circumstances. We recommend a similarly con-

textual-based approach to the courts as they confront similar issues in holding corporate officers responsible for their 

actions. 
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n29. Confer v. Custom Eng'g Co., 952 F.2d 34, 37 (3d Cir. 1991).  

 

n30. Id. The court actually refers only to discretion over plan administration as giving rise to fiduciary sta-

tus. Id. That language is understandable given the context of the case, but, given the relevant statutory language 

on functional fiduciary status, the court's reasoning would seem to extend to discretionary functions that relate to 

plan management or assets. It also would seem to apply to investment advice provided for a fee, though that is 

rarely within the scope of duties of a corporate director or officer.  

 

n31. Id.  

 

n32. See Kayes v. Pac. Lumber Co., 51 F.3d 1449, 1461 (9th Cir. 1995) (holding that an officer of a named 

plan fiduciary was liable as a fiduciary); see also Bannistor v. Ullman, 287 F.3d 394, 405-07 (5th Cir. 2002) (de-

termining that corporate officers were liable as fiduciaries).  

 

n33. Kayes, 51 F.3d at 1460.  

 

n34. 29 U.S.C. § 1110 (2000).  
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n35. Kayes, 51 F.3d at 1459-60.  

 

n36. Id. at 1460-61.  

 

n37. Stewart v. Thorpe Holding Co. Profit Sharing Plan, 207 F.3d 1143, 1156-57 (9th Cir. 2000).  

 

n38. Id. at 1156.  

 

n39. 29 U.S.C. § 1002(21)(A) (2000).  

 

n40. 29 U.S.C. § 1105.  

 

n41. 29 U.S.C. §§1001-1461.  

 

n42. 29 U.S.C. § 1103(a).  

 

n43. 29 U.S.C. § 1104(a)(1)(A). For a critique of this provision, see generally Daniel R. Fischel and John H. 

Langbein, ERISA's Fundamental Contradiction: The Exclusive Benefit Rule, 55 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1105, 1108-10 

(1988).  

 

n44. 29 U.S.C. § 1104(a)(1)(B).  

 

n45. 29 U.S.C. § 1104(a)(1)(C)-(D).  

 

n46. Donovan v. Cunningham, 716 F.2d 1455, 1464 (5th Cir. 1983).  

 

n47. See supra notes 12-21 and accompanying text.  

 

n48. Compare Bernard Black et al., Outside Director Liability, 58 Stan. L. Rev. 1055, 1137 (2006) (stating 

that the ERISA standard is "often called a "prudent expert' standard"), and Mark J. Roe, The Modern Corpora-

tion and Private Pensions, 41 UCLA L. Rev. 75, 102 (1993) (referring to "ERISA's prudent expert rule"), with 

Employee Benefits Comm., supra note 13, at 666 ("Prudence is measured according to the objective "prudent 

man' standard ... ."). See also David Hess, Protecting and Politicizing Public Pension Fund Assets: Empirical 

Evidence on the Effects of Governance Structures and Practices, 39 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 187, 219 (2005) (sug-

gesting that the appropriate focus is on "ensuring that a board of trustees has the expertise to perform its duties").  

 

n49. Compare In re Bicoastal Corp., 191 B.R. 238, 243 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1995) (explaining that the statu-

tory section "explicitly holds fiduciaries to the standard of a prudent expert, rather than that of a prudent lay-

man"), and Howard v. Shay, No. CV 91-146 DT, 1993 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20153, at 37 (C.D. Cal. Sept. 15, 1993) 

("The standard is generally understood as that of a prudent expert."), with Cunningham, 716 F.2d at 1467 n.26 

(deciding that a review of the provision's history does not support the prudent expert standard), and Thompson v. 

Avondale Indus. Inc., No. Civ. A. 99-3439, 2003 WL 359932, at 13 (E.D. La. Feb. 14, 2003) ("The reference in 

ERISA ... to a prudent man "familiar with such matters' does not create a "prudent expert' ... .").  

 

n50. 29 U.S.C. § 1104(a)(1)(B) (2000).  

 

n51. See supra note 48.  
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n52. Donovan v. Cunningham, 716 F.2d 1455, 1458 (5th Cir. 1983).  

 

n53. Id. at 1467 n.26.  

 

n54. Id.  

 

n55. Id.  

 

n56. Id. at 1467.  

 

n57. 42 F. Supp. 2d 898, 900-04 (D. Minn. 1999), aff'd on other grounds, 284 F.3d 901 (8th Cir. 2002) 

(finding no cognizable damage to the plan).  

 

n58. Harley, 42 F. Supp. 2d at 904.  

 

n59. Id. at 907.  

 

n60. Id.  

 

n61. Id.  

 

n62. Id. at 907-08.  

 

n63. Id. at 908.  

 

n64. Id. at 909.  

 

n65. No. CV 91-146 DT, 1993 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20153, at 2-3 (C.D. Cal. Sept. 15, 1993).  

 

n66. Id.  

 

n67. Id.  

 

n68. Id. at 37.  

 

n69. Id.  

 

n70. Id. at 11-19; see also In re Bicoastal Corp., 191 B.R. 238, 243 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1995) ("[ERISA's du-

ty of care provision] explicitly holds fiduciaries to the standard of a prudent expert, rather than that of a prudent 

layman. In situations where Pension Plan fiduciaries are making loans, the fiduciary is held to the standard of 

professional bankers and bank investment advisers.").  

 

n71. No. Civ. A. 99-3439, 2003 WL 359932, at 22 (E.D. La. Feb. 14, 2003) (holding that the preponderance 

of the evidence did not show that the plan fiduciaries breached their duty of care or loyalty).  
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n72. Id. at 13.  

 

n73. Id. at 1.  

 

n74. Id. at 2-3.  

 

n75. Id. at 1-3.  

 

n76. Id. at 22.  

 

n77. Id. at 18.  

 

n78. No. 16415, 2004 Del. Ch. LEXIS 70, at 137-40 (Del. Ch. June 4, 2004). See infra notes 193-207 and 

accompanying text for a discussion of In re Emerging Commc'ns.  

 

n79. See infra notes 166-191 and accompanying text.  

 

n80. Howard v. Shay, No. CV 91-146 DT, 1993 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20153, at 40 (C.D. Cal. 1993).  

 

n81. Howard v. Shay, 100 F.3d 1484, 1489 (9th Cir. 1996) ("The business judgment rule is a creature of 

corporate, not trust, law.").  

 

n82. Moench v. Robertson, 62 F.3d 553, 571 (3d Cir. 1995).  

 

n83. Id.  

 

n84. Id. (citing Restatement (Second) of Trusts § 227(a) cmt. g (1959)).  

 

n85. Id. at 568-70.  

 

n86. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. v. Bruch, 489 U.S. 101 (1989).  

 

n87. Id. at 111.  

 

n88. See, e.g., In re WorldCom, Inc., 263 F. Supp. 2d 745, 764-65 (S.D.N.Y. 2003) (citing Moench v. Ro-

bertson, 62 F.3d 553, 571-72 (3d Cir. 1995)).  

 

n89. See, e.g., Dana M. Muir & Cindy A. Schipani, New Standards of Director Loyalty and Care in the 

Post-Enron Era: Are Some Shareholders More Equal Than Others?, 8 N.Y.U. J. Legis. & Pub. Pol'y 279, 334 

(2005) ("The absence of a statutory requirement that 401(k) plan assets be invested primarily in employer stock 

and the potential for conflicts of interest may militate for a more stringent level of scrutiny of fiduciary com-

pliance with ERISA's prudence standards in those cases.").  

 

n90. Firestone, 489 U.S. at 111.  
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n91. Id.  

 

n92. Id. at 112.  

 

n93. Mark D. DeBofsky, What Process is Due in the Adjudication of ERISA Claims?, 40 J. Marshall L. 

Rev. (forthcoming Spring 2007).  

 

n94. Firestone, 489 U.S. at 115 (quoting Restatement (Second) of Trusts § 187 cmt. d (1959)).  

 

n95. DeBofsky, supra note 93.  

 

n96. 29 U.S.C. § 1108(c)(3) (2000).  

 

n97. See Fischel & Langbein, supra note 43, at 1126-28.  

 

n98. Moench v. Robertson, 62 F.3d 553, 572 (3d Cir. 1995).  

 

n99. Id.  

 

n100. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. v. Bruch, 489 U.S. 101, 115 (1988) (quoting Restatement (Second) of 

Trusts § 187, cmt. d (1959)).  

 

n101. See, e.g., Mark D. DeBofsky, The Paradox of the Misuse of Administrative Law in ERISA Benefit 

Claims, 37 J. Marshall L. Rev. 727, 733 (2004) ("Whatever hope existed that the courts would regain their bear-

ings and exclude administrative law concepts from ERISA claims was demolished by the Supreme Court in its 

watershed ruling in Firestone ... ."); Kathryn J. Kennedy, Judicial Standard of Review in ERISA Benefit Claim 

Cases, 50 Am. U. L. Rev. 1083, 1119 (2001) ("The purpose of this article is to critique the courts' applications of 

the de novo and the abuse of discretion standards of review, particularly in the context of certain conflict of in-

terest situations."); John H. Langbein, The Supreme Court Flunks Trusts, 1990 Sup. Ct. Rev. 207, 207-08 (1990).  

 

n102. DeBofsky, supra note 93.  

 

n103. Id.  

 

n104. ERISA was enacted in 1974. In comparison, limited liability statutes for manufacturing companies 

were adopted in New Hampshire, Connecticut, Maine, and Massachusetts from 1816 to 1830. Phillip I. Blum-

berg, Limited Liability and Corporate Groups, 11 J. Corp. L. 573, 593 (1986).  

 

n105. In re Emerging Commc'ns. Inc., S'holders Litig., No. Civ. A. 16415, 2004 WL 1305745, at 39-40 (Del. 

Ch. 2004). See infra notes 195-208 and accompanying text for further discussion of this case.  

 

n106. Cindy A. Schipani, Should Bank Directors Fear FIRREA: The FDIC's Enforcement of the Financial 

Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act, 17 J. Corp. L. 739, 748-51 (1992). See infra notes 208-224 

and accompanying text for a discussion of this issue.  
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n107. See infra notes 223-35 and accompanying text for a discussion of this issue.  

 

n108. Aaron D. Jones, Corporate Officer Wrongdoing and the Fiduciary Duties of Corporate Officers Under 

Delaware Law, 44 Am. Bus. L.J. 475, 476 (2007) ("State corporate law is clear that officers are fiduciaries, but 

that is about all that is clear regarding the state law obligations of corporate officers.").  

 

n109. See infra notes 110-113 and accompanying text.  

 

n110. For a more in-depth consideration of the duty of loyalty, see generally Dana M. Muir & Cindy A. 

Schipani, The Challenge of Company Stock Transactions for Directors' Duties of Loyalty, 43 Harv. J. on Legis., 

437, 444-57 (2006). Moreover, a majority of jurisdictions have codified the duty of loyalty. See Ala. Code § 10-

2B-8.30 (2006); Alaska Stat. § 10.06.450 (2006); Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 10-830 (2004); Cal. Corp. Code § 309 

(Deering 2003); Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. § 33-756 (2005); Fla. Stat. Ann. § 607.0830 (West 2001); Ga. Code Ann. 

§ 14-2-830 (2003); Haw. Rev. Stat. § 414-221 (2004); Iowa Code Ann. § 490.830 (West 1999 & Supp. 2007); 

Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 271B.8-300 (LexisNexis 2003); Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 13-C, § 831 (2005); Md. Code 

Ann., Corps. & Ass'ns § 2-405.1 (LexisNexis 1999); Mass. Ann. Laws ch. 156B, § 65 (LexisNexis 2005); Mich. 

Comp. Laws Serv. § 450.1541a (LexisNexis 2006); Minn. Stat. Ann. § 302A.251 (West 2004 & Supp. 2007); 

Miss. Code Ann. § 79-4-8.42 (2001); Mont. Code Ann. § 35-2-441 (2005); N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 293-A:8.30 

(LexisNexis 2001); N.M. Stat. Ann. § 53-4-18.1 (LexisNexis 2004); N.C. Gen. Stat. § 55-8-30 (2005); N.D. 

Cent. Code § 10-19.1-50 (2005); Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 1701.59 (LexisNexis 2004); Or. Rev. Stat. § 60.357 

(2005); 15 Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann. § 1712 (West 1995); S.C. Code Ann. § 33-8-300 (2006); Tenn. Code Ann. § 48-

18-301 (2002); Va. Code Ann. § 13.1-690 (2006); Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 23B.08.300 (West 1994); W. Va. 

Code Ann. § 31D-8-830 (LexisNexis 2003); Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 17-16-830 (2005).  

 

n111. Stone v. Ritter, 911 A.2d 362, 369-70 (Del. 2006).  

 

n112. See infra note 142 and accompanying text; see also Carter G. Bishop, A Good Faith Revival of Duty 

of Care Liability in Business Organization Law, 41 Tulsa L. Rev. (forthcoming) (manuscript at 485, available at 

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract id=930402).  

 

n113. See Smith v. Van Gorkom, 488 A.2d 858, 872 (Del. 1985) (holding that the board of directors violated 

the duty of care they owed the corporation by not being properly informed).  

 

n114. Id. at 873.  

 

n115. Id. at 881.  

 

n116. Id. at 874.  

 

n117. Id. at 874-81.  

 

n118. Del. Code Ann. tit. 8, § 102(b)(7) (2001).  

 

n119. Id. This statute permits Delaware corporations to include the provision in their articles of incorpora-

tion: 
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A provision eliminating or limiting the personal liability of a director to the corporation or its stockholders for 

monetary damages for breach of fiduciary duty as a director, provided that such provision shall not eliminate or 

limit the liability of a director: (i) For any breach of the director's duty of loyalty to the corporation or its stock-

holders; (ii) for acts or omissions not in good faith or which involve intentional misconduct or a knowing viola-

tion of law; (iii) under § 174 of this title; or (iv) for any transaction from which the director derived an improper 

personal benefit. No such provision shall eliminate or limit the liability of a director for any act or omission oc-

curring prior to the date when such provision becomes effective. All references in this paragraph to a director 

shall also be deemed to refer (x) to a member of the governing body of a corporation which is not authorized to 

issue capital stock, and (y) to such other person or persons, if any, who, pursuant to a provision of the certificate 

of incorporation in accordance with § 141(a) of this title, exercise or perform any of the powers or duties other-

wise conferred or imposed upon the board of directors by this title. 

  

 Id. The following statutes are similar: Ala. Code. § 10-2B-2.02(3) (2006); Alaska Stat. § 10.06.210(1)(N) 

(2006); Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 10-202(B) (2004); Ark. Code Ann. § 4-27-202(b)(3) (2001); Cal. Corp. Code § 

204(a)(10) (Deering 2003); Ga. Code Ann. § 14-2-202(b)(4) (2003); Idaho Code Ann. § 30-1-202(2)(d) (2005); 

805 Ill. Comp. Stat. Ann. 5/2.10(b)(3) (West 2004); Iowa Code Ann. § 490.832 (West 1999 & Supp. 2007); Kan. 

Stat. Ann. § 17-6002(b)(8) (1995); Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 271B.2-020(2)(d) (LexisNexis 2003); La. Rev. Stat. 

Ann. § 12:24(c)(4) (1994); Mass. Ann. Laws ch. 156B, § 13(b)(1 <fr12>) (LexisNexis 2005); Mich. Comp. Laws 

Serv. § 450.1209(c) (LexisNexis 2006); Minn. Stat. Ann. § 302A.251(b)(4) (West 2004 & Supp. 2007); Miss. 

Code Ann. § 79-4-2.02(b)(4) (2001); Mo. Ann. Stat. § 351.055(9) (West 2001); Mont. Code Ann. § 35-1-

216(2)(d) (2006); Neb. Rev. Stat. § 21-2018(2)(d) (2006); N.M. Stat. Ann. § 53-12-2(E) (LexisNexis 2004); N.Y. 

Bus. Corp. Law § 402(b) (McKinney 2003); N.C. Gen. Stat. § 55-2-02(b)(3) (2005); N.D. Cent. Code § 10-19.1-

50(5) (2005); Okla. Stat. Ann. tit. 18, § 1006(B)(7) (West 1999 & Supp. 2007); Or. Rev. Stat. § 60.047(2)(d) 

(2005); S.C. Code Ann. § 33-2-102(e) (2006); Tenn. Code. Ann. § 48-12-102(b)(3) (2002); Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. 

Ann. art. 1302-7.06(B) (Vernon 2003); Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 11A, § 2.02(b)(4) (1997); W. Va. Code Ann. § 31D-2-

202(b)(4) (LexisNexis 2003 & Supp. 2007); Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 17-16-202(b)(iv) (2005). The following statutes 

also provide liability protection for officers: La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 12:24(c)(4) (2005); Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 13-

C, § 202(2)(D) (2006); Md. Code Ann., Corps, & Ass'ns § 2-405.2 (LexisNexis 1999); Nev. Rev. Stat. § 

78.138(7) (2004); N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 292:2(V-a) (LexisNexis 1999); N.J. Stat. Ann. § 14A:2-7(3) (West 

2003); Va. Code Ann. § 13.1-692.1 (2006). Exculpation is provided automatically by Fla. Stat. Ann. § 

607.0831(3) (West 2001); Ind. Code Ann. § 23-1-35-1(e) (LexisNexis 1999); Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 1701.59(C) 

(2004). Wisconsin automatically provides for exculpation, unless the corporation provides otherwise. Wis. Stat. 

Ann. § 180.0828 (West 2002). The following statutes permit exculpatory language in the corporate bylaws. Haw. 

Rev. Stat. § 414-32(b)(5) (2004); Utah Code Ann. § 16-10a-841(1) (2005); Va. Code Ann. § 13.1-692.1 (2006).  

 

n120. Del. Code Ann. tit. 8, § 102(b)(7) (2001).  

 

n121. Id.  

 

n122. 906 A.2d 27 (Del. 2006) (holding that the board of directors did not breach a duty of good faith by 

hiring and shortly thereafter terminating an employee with a generous severance package).  

 

n123. Id. at 46.  

 

n124. Id.  

 

n125. Id. at 65.  

 

n126. Id. at 46 n.37.  

 

n127. Id. at 56.  
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n128. Id. at 72-74.  

 

n129. See Lawrence A. Hamermesh & A. Gilchrist Sparks III, Corporate Officers and the Business Judg-

ment Rule: A Reply to Professor Johnson, 60 Bus. Law. 865, 867 (2005) [hereinafter Hamermesh & Sparks 

2005]; Lyman P.Q. Johnson & David Millon, Recalling Why Corporate Officers are Fiduciaries, 46 Wm. & 

Mary L. Rev. 1597, 1601 (2005).  

 

n130. Johnson & Millon, supra note 129, at 1610-11.  

 

n131. See Hamermesh & Sparks 2005, supra note 129, at 867 n.13 (citing Stanziale v. Nachtomi, No. Civ. 

A. 01-403 KAJ, 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 7375 (D. Del. Aug. 6, 2004); Grassmueck v. Barnett, No. C03-122P, 

2003 WL 22128263 (W.D. Wash. July 7, 2003); Washington Bancorp. v. Said, 812 F. Supp. 1256 (D.D.C. 

1993)); see also A. Gilchrist Sparks, III & Lawrence A. Hamermesh, Common Law Duties of Non-Director 

Corporate Officers, 48 Bus. Law. 215, 230 (1992) [hereinafter Sparks & Hamermesh 1992].  

 

n132. Hamermesh & Sparks 2005, supra note 129, at 867 n.13.  

 

n133. Lyman P.Q. Johnson, Corporate Officers and the Business Judgment Rule, 60 Bus. Law. 439, 465-66 

(2005); Johnson & Millon, supra note 129, at 1611-12.  

 

n134. Johnson & Millon, supra note 129, at 1611.  

 

n135. Id. at 1612 (citing Del. Code Ann. tit. 10, § 3114(b) (2007)).  

 

n136. See Johnson & Millon, supra note 129, at 1612 (citing William B. Chandler III & Leo E. Strine, Jr., 

The New Federalism of the American Corporate Governance System: Preliminary Reflections of Two Residents 

of One Small State, 152 U. Pa. L. Rev. 953, 1003 (2003); Hillary A. Sale, Delaware's Good Faith, 89 Cornell L. 

Rev. 456, 462 n.28 (2004)).  

 

n137. See Johnson & Millon, supra note 129, at 1613.  

 

n138. Id. Furthermore, now that the Chancery Court has jurisdiction over officers, "agency law provides the 

legal rationale for imposing fiduciary duties on corporate officers and can provide the theory supporting mone-

tary claims by the corporation based on officer misconduct." Id.  

 

n139. Muir & Schipani, supra note 110, at 444; see also Henry Ridgely Horsey, The Duty of Care Compo-

nent of the Delaware Business Judgment Rule, 19 Del. J. Corp. L. 971, 973 (1994); Edward Rock & Michael 

Wachter, Dangerous Liaisons: Corporate Law, Trust Law, and Interdoctrinal Legal Transplants, 96 Nw. U. L. 

Rev. 651, 651 (2002); L. S. Sealy, Fiduciary Relationships, 1962 Cambridge L.J. 69, 70 (1962); Justice Joseph 

T. Walsh, The Fiduciary Foundation of Corporate Law, 27 J. Corp. L. 333, 333 (2002).  

 

n140. Guth v. Loft, Inc., 5 A.2d 503, 510 (Del. 1939). This language was also quoted recently by the Dela-

ware Chancery Court in the recent litigation involving the Walt Disney Corporation. In re Walt Disney Co. De-

rivative Litig., 907 A.2d 693, 751 (Del. Ch. 2005), aff'd, 906 A.2d 27 (Del. 2006).  

 

n141. Restatement (Second) of Trusts § 174 (1959).  
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n142. See, e.g., Graham v. Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., 188 A.2d 125, 130 (Del. 1963) (noting that "directors 

of a corporation in managing the corporate affairs are bound to use that amount of care which ordinarily careful 

and prudent men would use in similar circumstances"); see also Michael Bradley & Cindy A. Schipani, The Re-

levance of the Duty of Care Standard in Corporate Governance, 75 Iowa L. Rev. 1, 17-19 (1989); Krishnan Chit-

tur, The Corporate Director's Standard of Care: Past, Present and Future, 10 Del. J. Corp. L. 505, 508 (1985); 

Horsey, supra note 139, at 978 (quoting George W. Dent, Jr., The Revolution in Corporate Governance, the 

Monitoring Board, and the Director's Duty of Care, 61 B.U. L. Rev. 623, 647 (1981)).  

 

n143. See Alaska Stat. § 10.06.450 (2006); Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 10-830 (2004); Cal. Corp. Code § 309 

(Deering Supp. 2007); Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. § 33-756 (West 2005); Fla. Stat. Ann. § 607.0830 (West 2001); 

Ga. Code Ann. § 14-2-830 (2003); Haw. Rev. Stat. § 414-221 (2004); Iowa Code Ann. § 490.830 (West 1999 & 

Supp. 2007); Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 271B.8-300 (LexisNexis 2003); La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 12:91 (1994); Me. Rev. 

Stat. Ann. tit. 13-C, § 831 (2005); Md. Code Ann., Corps. & Ass'ns § 2-405.1 (LexisNexis 1999); Mass. Ann. 

Laws ch. 156B, § 65 (LexisNexis 2005); Mich. Comp. Laws Serv. § 450.1541a (LexisNexis 2006); Minn. Stat. 

Ann. § 302A.251 (West 2004 & Supp. 2007); Miss. Code Ann. § 79-4-8.42 (2001); Mont. Code Ann. § 35-2-441 

(2005); N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 293-A:8.30 (LexisNexis 2001); N.J. Stat. Ann. § 14A:6-14 (West 2003); N.M. 

Stat. Ann. § 53-4-18.1 (LexisNexis 2004); N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 717 (McKinney 2003); N.C. Gen. Stat. § 55-8-

30 (2005); N.D. Cent. Code § 10-19.1-50 (2005); Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 1701.59 (LexisNexis 2004); Or. Rev. 

Stat. § 60.357 (2005); 15 Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann. § 1712 (West 1995); S.C. Code Ann. § 33-8-300 (2006); Tenn. 

Code Ann. § 48-18-301 (2002); Va. Code Ann. § 13.1-690 (2006); Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 23B.08.300 (West 

1994); W. Va. Code Ann. § 31D-8-830 (LexisNexis 2003); Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 17-16-830 (2005).  

 

n144. See, e.g., Johnson & Millon, supra note 129, at 1636-39; Jones, supra note 108 (citing Eric W. Orts, 

Shirking and Sharking: A Legal Theory of the Firm, 16 Yale L. & Pol'y Rev. 265, 309-12 (1998)).  

 

n145. Restatement (Third) of Agency § 1.01 cmt. f(2) (2006). The Restatement also states: 

 

  

[a] director, may of course, also be an employee or officer (who may or may not be an employee) of the corpora-

tion, giving the director an additional and separate conventional position or role as an agent. Fellow directors 

may, with that director's consent, appoint a director as an agent to act on behalf of the corporation in some re-

spect or matter. 

  

 Id.  

 

n146. Id.  

 

n147. Johnson & Millon, supra note 129, at 1636; Jones, supra note 108.  

 

n148. Johnson & Millon, supra note 129, at 1636; Jones, supra note 108.  

 

n149. Sparks & Hamermesh 1992, supra note 131, at 216. Moreover, "an individual expressly designated as 

an officer by the board of directors should, however, be presumed to be empowered to exercise judgment and 

discretion as to corporate matters, unless it is shown that the board did not intend to vest such authority." Id. Si-

milarly, Professor Langevoort notes that "almost every corporate employee with discretionary responsibilities is 

an agent, and agency principles are frequently invoked in corporate law disputes." Donald C. Langevoort, Agen-

cy Law Inside the Corporation: Problems of Candor and Knowledge, 71 U. Cin. L. Rev. 1187, 1191 (2003).  

 

n150. Sparks & Hamermesh 1992, supra note 131, at 216.  
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n151. Restatement (Third) of Agency § 8.08 (2006).  

 

n152. Restatement (Third) of Agency § 8.08 cmt. b (2006) (quoting Model Bus. Corp. Act Ann. § 

8.42(a)(2)).  

 

n153. See Johnson, supra note 133, at 461. But see Rock & Wachter, supra note 139, at 663-68 (arguing that 

agency and trust law principles have not transferred well to corporate law).  

 

n154. Professor Langevoort also notes that: 

 

  

an agent is subject to a duty to use reasonable efforts to give his principal information which is relevant to affairs 

entrusted to him and which, as the agent has notice, the principal would desire to have and which can be com-

municated without violating a superior duty to a third person. 

  

 Langevoort, supra note 149, at 1194 (quoting Restatement (Third) of Agency § 318 (1957)).  
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